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Relative Gromov–Witten Invariants - A Computation
Clara Dolfen
We will compute relative Gromov–Witten invariants of maximal contact order by
applying the virtual localization formula to the moduli space of relative stable maps.
In particular, we will enumerate genus 0 stable maps to the Hirzebruch surface F1 
PpOP1 ` OP1p1qq relative to the divisor D  B   F , where B is the base and F the
fiber of the projective bundle. We will provide an explicit description of the connected
components of the fixed locus of the moduli space M0,npF1;D|β;µq using decorated
colored graphs and further determine the weight decomposition of their virtual normal
bundles. This thesis contains explicit computations for µ  p3q and β  3F  B, and
additionally µ  p4q and β P t4F   B, 4F   2Bu. The same methodology however
can be applied to any other ramification pattern µ and curve class β.
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Absolute Gromov–Witten invariants aim to enumerate stable maps from pointed at-
most-nodal curves of specified genus to a smooth projective variety X. Alternatively,
we can think of absolute Gromov–Witten invariants as intersection numbers on the
moduli space of stable maps Mg,npX; βq whose points are genus g, n-pointed stable
maps f : pC;x1, ..., xnq Ñ X such that fprCsq  β. Stability of a morphism is equiv-
alent to its automorphism group being finite. We may additionally require for these
maps to pass through certain homology classes γ1, ..., γn. Relative Gromov–Witten
theory allows us to study a bigger range of targets including singular schemes, and
equips us with computational techniques such as degeneration formulae, compare [14]
and [15]. The relative theory is an extension of the absolute theory, in that it also im-
poses tangency constraints along a disjoint union of smooth divisors D1, ..., Dk. The
tangency constraints are described by partitions µ1, ..., µk, which can also be thought
of as ramification patterns along the divisors. In analogy to the absolute theory, we
may view relative Gromov–Witen theory as intersection theory on the moduli space
of relative stable mapsMg,npX;D1, ..., Dk|β;µ1, ..., µkq. The Gromov–Witten theory
of a tuple pX;D1, ..., Dkq corresponds to the Gromov–Witten theory of X relative to
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the divisors D1, ..., Dk.
When X is a smooth toric variety, there exists a natural torus action on X and
consequently also on the moduli space of stable maps by composition. One can thus
use the virtual localization techniques developed by T. Graber and R. Pandharipande
in [8], see also K. Behrend [2], to compute absolute Gromov–Witten invariants when
the target is a smooth toric variety. C-C. Liu provides details for this computation in
[11] and describes the fixed locus using decorated graphs. The application of localiza-
tion techniques in enumerative geometry can be further traced back to M. Kontsevich
in 1994, who used the same to compute genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants for Pr, see
[10].
This thesis will focus on computing relative Gromov–Witten invariants when the
target variety is the Hirzebruch surface F1. The relative divisor D will be one of the
torus fixed divisors of F1. We will use J. Li’s notion of relative stable maps developed
in [14]. The target of a stable map to F1 relative to D is not necessarily the original
variety F1, but rather an expanded pair F1rms of pF1;Dq. F1rms is the union of F1
and m copies of the variety ∆ : PpOD ` ND{F1q for some m P Z¥0. Additionally,
isomorphisms of relative stable maps allow for both an automorphism of the domain
and a scaling action on the fibers of the projective bundles ∆. Consequently, there
is a larger variety of torus fixed maps than in the absolute case. In order to describe
the fixed locus in this relative scenario, we will introduce colored decorated graphs,
which extend the decorated graphs of the absolute theory, to describe all fixed stable
maps to expanded pairs of pF1;Dq.
More specifically, we will count genus 0, pointed stable maps to F1 relative to the
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divisor D  B   F , where B is the base and F the fiber of F1 viewed as the projec-
tive bundle PpOP1`OP1p1qq. For any curve class β  dF  bB the tangency condition
imposed at the divisor at infinity will always be given by µ  pdq. Furthermore we
require the curve to pass through k :
³
β
c1pTF1q1d points, resulting in k marked
points. The tangency condition at infinity is to be satisfied at a specific point, rather
than at an unspecified point on the divisor D. To summarize, we will conduct inter-
section theory on the moduli space M0,kpF1;D|dF   bB; pdqq.
The key ingredient to our computation is virtual localization, and we thus require
a description of the fixed locus and also an understanding of the equivariant perfect
obstruction theory on the moduli space of relative stable maps. We can split this
perfect obstruction theory into a fixed and moving component according to the group
action. The fixed part gives rise to a virtual fundamental class for the fixed locus,
which we need in order to do intersection theory; the moving part corresponds to the
virtual normal bundle of the fixed locus, whose equivariant Euler class appears in the
virtual localization formula. The equivariant obstruction theory for the moduli space
of relative stable maps was described by J. Li. The group action underlying this
localization computation is the action coming from the dense open two dimensional
torus pCq2 in the toric variety F1. It thus remains to determine the fixed locus of
M0,kpF1;D|β; pdqq explicitly, work out the virtual normal bundles of its connected
components, and determine their equivariant Euler classes. This thesis will provide
detailed descriptions of all of these. It contains both the general formula for any
curve class β and also the explicit computation for the curve classes β  3F   B,
β  4F   B and lastly β  4F   2B. These are some of the smallest curve classes
yielding non-trivial fixed loci. Dusa McDuff and Kyler Siegel computed the same
invariants in a symplectic set-up, and we obtain the same results as they do for these
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curve classes.
In forthcoming joined work with C-C. Liu [5] we will use the results and insights
from this thesis to extend the computations to all smooth toric varieties, including
higher genus invariants.
Instead of using the action of the two dimensional torus in F1, we could have used
the action of the one dimensional torus T  C acting on the fibers of F1 
PpOP1p1q ` OP1q by scaling. T. Graber and R. Vakil prove a virtual localization
formula for this action in [9]. This localization formula requires the relative divisor
D to be irreducible and fixed pointwise.
At this point we should mention that D. Maulik and R. Pandharipande provide a
recursive way of computing the invariants described above in [16]. In fact, they solve
the relative theory in a more general set-up. Let X be a smooth projective vari-
ety, and L be a line bundle on X. Correspondingly define the projective bundle
Y : PpL ` OXq which carries two distinguished divisors, namely D0 : PpL ` 0q
and D8 : Pp0 `OXq. Note that there is a canonical C-action scaling the fibers of
the bundle Y leaving D0 and D8 fixed. Using localization with respect to this torus
action and also degeneration methods due to J.Li, D. Maulik and R. Pandharipande
show that the Gromov–Witten theories of
Y, pY ;D0q, pY ;D8q, pY ;D0, D8q
can be determined using only the Gromov–Witten theory of X and the class c1pLq P
H2pX;Qq. If we were to apply their methodology to our set-up, we would consider
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X  P1, L  OP1p1q and Y  F1. In contrast, we compute the relative invariants
directly.
Another recursive computation of interest is provided by H. Fan and L. Wu in
[6]. They use the Witten–Dijkraaf–Verlinde–Verlinde (WDVV) formula for relative
Gromov–Witten invariants to provide a recursion in the following set-up. Suppose X
is a projective surface, and D an ample smooth divisor on X. Let Klog  KX   D
be the log canonical bundle of X, and let N
X{D
β denote the number of genus 0 stable
maps to X relative to D with curve class β passing through Klog  β  1 general
points, and intersecting the divisor D at infinity at a given point with contact order
D  β. Let N
X{D
β be the related count, where now instead the curve intersects D
at an unspecified point. There exists a relation between these two counts, namely
N
X{D
β  pD  βqN
X{D
β , if Klog  β ¡ 0. Fan and Wu derive a recursive formula for
N
X{D
β only involving relative counts of strictly smaller curve classes β1, β2 such that
β1   β2  β. They apply the recursion and obtain a closed formula for the Gromov–
Witten theory of pP2; lineq and pP2; conicq. Note that the count of NX{Dβ is the same
as in our problem, however the divisor D  B   F  F1 is not ample, and thus this
result cannot be applied to our set-up. In particular, [6] states explicitly that the
recursion does not hold if the relative divisor D is not ample.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background
and notation on toric varieties, specifically on the Hirzebruch surface F1. Chapter
3 recalls the statement of the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem and also the
Atiyah–Bott localization formula. It contains the key example that can be adapted
to compute most contributions to the equivariant Euler classes of the virtual normal
bundles mentioned earlier. Chapter 4 describes the moduli space of relative stable
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maps and the corresponding equivariant perfect obstruction theory. It further defines
relative Gromov–Witten invariants and states the precise problem underlying this
thesis. Chapter 5 describes the possible torus actions on rigidified targets F1rms. It
also states a non-strict bound for the number m of bubbles of the form PpOD`ND{F1q.
Chapter 6 describes the fixed locus explicitly by introducing decorated colored graphs
corresponding to a fixed stable map f PM0,npF1;D|β;µq. Chapter 7 computes the
equivariant Euler class of the virtual normal bundle of the moduli space associated
to a decorated colored graph arising from a torus fixed map. Chapter 8 recalls the
necessary machinery to deal with both psi class and target psi class integrands. Fur-
ther it calculates the integrals of target psi classes needed in later computations using
Burnside’s formula. Chapter 9 contains the explicit computations for the three curves
classes β  3F  B, β  4F  B and lastly β  4F   2B.
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Chapter 2
Toric Varieties and the Hirzebruch
surface F1
In this section we will review the geometry and topology of non-singular toric varieties
with an emphasis on the Hirzebruch surface F1. For a more detailed discussion of
toric varieties refer to [3] and [7].
2.1 Basic Notation
Let X be a smooth toric variety of dimension r. Then X contains a dense r-
dimensional torus T  pCqr, whose action on itself extends to an action on X.
Let N  HompC, T q denote the 1-parameter subgroups of T . Then N is a lattice
and has a dual lattice M  HompN,Zq, which can also be identified with the lat-
tice of irreducible characters of T . By tensoring with R we obtain two r-dimensional
vector spaces, namely NR  N b R and MR M b R.
Notation 2.1. Let te1, ..., eru denote a Z-basis for N , and tu1, ..., uru  M its cor-
responding dual basis, i.e. xei, ujy  δij.
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The toric variety X is defined by a fan Σ  NR. Let Σpkq correspond to the set
of k-dimensional cones contained in Σ. A k-dimensional cone σ corresponds to an
pr  kq-dimensional orbit closure V pσq of the torus action of T .
Notation 2.2. For k linearly independent vectors w1, ..., wk, define their correspond-
ing cone to be
Coneptw1, ..., wkuq  ta1w1   ...  akwk|a1, ..., ak P R¥0u.
Example 2.3. Suppose that X is a toric surface corresponding to a fan Σ, then its
top dimensional cones σ P Σp2q correspond to fixed points pσ, and its 1-dimensional
cones ρ P Σp1q, which we may also refer to as rays, correspond to T -invariant curves
Dρ  V pρq.
More generally, the fixed points of an r-dimensional smooth toric variety X defined
by the fan Σ are given by
tpσ  V pσq|σ P Σprqu.
Further the T -invariant divisors of X are given by
tlτ  V pτq|τ P Σpr  1qu.
For the remainder of the discussion, assume that X is proper and that there exists
at least one fixed point in X. Furthermore we require that Σ is such that every
τ P Σpr  1q is contained in a top dimensional cone σ. Define the one-skeleton X1 of






Since X is proper, it is in fact the case that lτ  P1.
Notation 2.4. Given the fan Σ of a smooth toric variety X, we define the flags of
Σ to be
F pΣq  tpτ, σq|σ P Σprq, τ P Σpr  1q, τ  σu.
Notation 2.5. For the remainder of the thesis the set te1, e2u will define the standard
basis of R2.
Example 2.6 (The Projective Line). The fan of the projective line P1 is specified by
Σp1q  tσ1  e1, σ2  e1u.
The projective line P1 has two fixed points, namely 0 : pσ1 and 8 : pσ2.
Example 2.7 (Hirzebruch surfaces). The fan of the Hirzebruch surface Fm is specified
by
Σp1q  tρ1  e1, ρ2  e2, ρ3  e1  me2, ρ4  e2u,
Σp2q  tσ1  Coneptρ1, ρ2uq, σ2  Coneptρ2, ρ3uq, σ3  Coneptρ3, ρ4uq,
σ4  Coneptρ4, ρ1uqu.
Then the flags of of Σ are
F pΣq  tpρ1, σ1q, pρ2, σ1q, pρ2, σ2q, pρ3, σ2q, pρ3, σ3q, pρ4, σ3q, pρ4, σ4q, pρ1, σ4qu.








Figure 2.1: Fan of F1
2.2 Toric Graphs
Given an r-dimensional smooth toric variety X and a fan Σ, we can associate to
X its toric graph pΥ,wq. In order to define this graph, we simply need Σprq and
Σpr  1q. Recall that every top dimensional cone σ P Σprq corresponds to a fixed
point pσ. We assign to every fixed point pσ a vertex vpσq in Υ. Similarly to every
pr  1q-dimensional cone τ P Σpr  1q we associate an edge epτq in Υ. In the toric
graph, epτq is incident to vpσq if τ  σ. Since X is proper, every epτq P Υ will
correspond to a line segment connecting two fixed points pσ1 and pσ2 , in which case
σ1 X σ2  τ , that is τ is the wall separating σ1 and σ2.
Additionally, for any top dimensional cone σ P Σprq, we define a subset of Σpr  1q
Eσ  tτ P Σpr  1q|τ  σu.
For every flag pτ, σq P F pΣq we define the weight of the torus action on the tangent
line lτ at the fixed point pσ to be




So in particular the weight wpτ, σq P M  HompT,Cq. These weights give rise to a
map w : F pΣq ÑM satisfying:
1. For every σ P Σprq the set twpτ, σq|τ P Eσu gives a Z-basis for M . This set
consists of the tangent weights of X at the fixed points pσ.
2. Suppose τ P Σpr  1q, and σ, σ1 P Σprq are s.t. τ  σ and also τ  σ1.
(a) wpτ, σq   wpτ, σ1q  0.




ru, where τ  τr  τ
1
r. Then for
every τi P Eσ there exists a unique τ
1
i P Eσ1 and ai P Z, s.t.
wpτ 1i , σ
1q  wpτi, σq  aiwpτ, σq.
In particular, ar  2 by (a).
LetNlτ {X denote the normal bundle of lτ  P1 inX. Then there exists an isomorphism
of bundles given by
Nlτ {X  L1 ` ...` Lr1
where Li is the T -equivariant line bundle of degree ai over lτ , s.t. the weights of the




The toric graph is specified both by Υ and also the weight function w.
2.3 The Hirzebruch Surface
There are several ways of viewing the Hirzebruch surface F1. Other than constructing
F1 as a toric variety, we may also construct it as a quotient or a projective bundle.
We will briefly do so, and fix notation in the process.
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2.3.1 F1 as a Toric Variety
Let zi  pσi for i P t1, 2, 3, 4u and further Dj  V pρjq for j P t1, 2, 3, 4u, using the
notation as in Figure 2.1. Note that the Dj are the torus invariant divisors of F1.
The weight function of the Hirzebruch surface F1 can in detail be described as:
1. wpρ1, σ1q  t2, wpρ2, σ1q  t1;
2. wpρ2, σ2q  t1, wpρ3, σ2q  t1   t2;
3. wpρ3, σ3q  t1  t2, wpρ4, σ3q  t1;
4. wpρ4, σ4q  t1, wpρ1, σ4q  t2.
Thus, we can also describe the normal bundles Nlτ {X , which we require for later
computations:
1. τ  ρ1:





1  ρ4 τ
1
2  τ  ρ1 a2  2
2. τ  ρ2:





1  ρ1 τ
1
2  τ  ρ2 a2  2
3. τ  ρ3:





1  ρ2 τ
1
2  τ  ρ3 a2  2
4. τ  ρ4:





1  ρ3 τ
1
2  τ  ρ4 a2  2
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Figure 2.2: Toric Graph of F1
2.3.2 F1 as a Quotient
Instead of viewing the Hirzebruch surface F1 as a toric variety constructed using a
fan, we can also view it as a quotient of a subset of C4. To do so, consider the torus
G  pCq2  tps1, s2q|s1, s2 P Cu acting on C4 by
ps1, s2q  pZ1, Z2, Z3, Z4q  ps1Z1, s
1
1 s2Z2, s1Z3, s2Z4q.
Now let
U  tpZ1, Z2, Z3, Z4q P C4|pZ1, Z3q  p0, 0q, pZ2, Z4q  p0, 0qu.
Then the Hirzebruch surface can be constructed as the quotient F1  U{G. The
divisors tZj  0u  U descend to the previously specified divisors Dj in the quotient
F1  U{G.
13
r0, 0, 1, 1s t1
t2
r1, 0, 0, 1st1
t1   t2
r1, 1, 0, 0st1
t1  t2






Figure 2.3: Toric Graph of F1 in coordinate notation
2.3.3 F1 as a Projective Bundle
Additionally, F1 is a ruled surface constructed as the projectivization of a rank 2
bundle over P1, namely:
F1  PpOP1p1q `OP1q
and thus there exists a projection map π : F1 Ñ P1 given in the above coordinates by
rZ1, Z2, Z3, Z4s Ñ rZ1, Z3s
so that rZ2, Z4s are the coordinates of the projective fibers.
2.4 Cohomology of a Smooth Toric Variety
Suppose X is an r-dimensional smooth projective toric variety defined by a fan Σ, and
has rays tρ1, ..., ρsu P Σp1q. For every ray ρα, let vα P N be such that NXρα  Z¥0vα,
that is vα is the unique primitive vector satisfying this constraint. For ρα P Σp1q let
Dα  V pραq.
Suppose σ P Σpkq, then the scheme theoretic intersection product between Dα and
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V pσq is given by
Dα X V pσq 
$''&
''%
V pγq, if σ and ρα span a cone γ P Σpk   1q;
0, otherwise.
Furthermore, for every k-dimensional cone σ P Σpkq, V pσq defines a homology class,
and sinceX is projective we get a corresponding cohomology class rV pσqs P H2kpX;Zq.
In fact H2kpX;Zq is generated by these classes, subject to the following relations:
1. If vi1 , ...., vik do not generate a k-dimensional cone in Σ, then
Di1 X ....XDik  0.
2. For any u PM ¸
α
xu, vαyDα  0.
Example 2.8 (Curve Classes in F1). We can use the above relations to find gen-
erators for H2pF1;Zq. A priori, this cohomology group is generated by the divisors
D1, D2, D3, D4. The second relation implies that
D1 D3  0,
D2  D3 D4  0.
Let B correspond to the class of D2 and F correspond to the class of D1. In particular
D2 is the base of the projective bundle PpOP1p1q`OP1q Ñ P1 and D1 is the class of a
fiber. Then H2pF1;Zq  ZB`ZF . Using the first relation, we obtain the intersection
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products of these generators, namely
B B  1, F  F  0, B  F  1.
Note that B is the unique curve with self intersection -1, and corresponds to the
exceptional divisor when viewing F1 as the blow-up of P2 at a torus fixed point. Neither





Many contributions to the equivariant Euler classes of the virtual normal bundles
of the fixed locus can be found by understanding the weight decomposition of the
cohomology groups of equivariant line bundles on P1. In fact it suffices to compute
the weights in the representation ring. The last example in this chapter will achieve
precisely this. We will use the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch (GRR) theorem and
also the Atiyah–Bott localization formula to compute these weights. We begin this
section by reviewing both.
3.1 Equivariant Cohomology
Let G be a Lie group and let EG be a contractible topological space on which G
acts freely on the right. The classifying space of principle G-bundles is given by the
quotient BG  EG{G. Further, we define a topological G-space to be a topological
space X together with a continuous left action by G. Using this action, we can
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construct a right action on EGX by
pp, xq  g  pp  g, g1  xq. (3.1)
The homotopy orbit space XG is then defined as the quotient of EG  X by the
action given in 3.1. The G-equivariant cohomology of X is now simply given by the
ordinary cohomology of the homotopy orbit space XG:
HGpX;Qq : HpXG;Qq.
Example 3.1 (Torus Equivariant Cohomology of a Point). Let X  pt and T  pCql
the l-dimensional algebraic torus. Then BT  pBCql  pP8ql and
HT ppt;Qq  HpBT ;Qq  Qru1, ..., uls
where ui  π

i u P H
2pBT ;Qq, πi : BT  pBCql Ñ BC the i-th projection and
u : c1pOP8p1qq P H2pP8;Qq.
3.2 Equivariant Characteristic Classes
Let G be a Lie group. Suppose f : X Ñ Y is a continuous map between G-spaces.
Say that f is G equivariant if fpg  xq  g  fpxq for all g P G and x P X.
Consider a vector bundle p : V Ñ X over the G-space X. Say V is a G-equivariant
vector bundle over X if it additionally satisfies the following conditions:
1. V is also a G-space.
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2. The projection map p is G-equivariant.
3. For every g define φ̃g : V Ñ V and φg : X Ñ X by φ̃gpvq  g v and φgpxq  g x
respectively. Then φ̃g is a vector bundle map covering φg for every g P G.
Example 3.2. Let X  pt, and G a Lie group. Then every vector bundle on X is
simply a vector space V . Further, there is a correspondence between G-equivariant
vector bundles on X and representations ρ : GÑ GLpV q of the group G.
Similar to how we defined the equivariant cohomology of a G-space X using the
homotopy orbit space XG, we define the G-equivariant characteristic classes c
G of an
equivariant vector bundle V using its homotopy orbit space VG. More specifically, let
π : V Ñ X be a G-equivariant vector bundle, then πG : VG Ñ XG is a vector bundle.
Let c be a characteristic class of vector bundles such as the Euler class. Define the
corresponding G-equivariant class cG to be
cGpV q : cpVGq P H
pXG;Qq  HGpX;Qq.
3.3 Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch
Let X be a compact complex manifold with a holomorphic T -action, and let pt
denote a point. The contraction map π : X Ñ pt also induces a map π! between the
equivariant K-theories of X and pt. We have





where E denotes a T -equivariant bundle onX. The sheaf cohomology groupsH ipX, Eq
can be viewed as representations of T , and thus as elements in the equivariant K-
theory of the point pt, compare Example 3.2.
In order to understand the weight decompostion of π!E , it is sufficient to understand
the T -equivariant Chern character chT , which we can compute using GRR applied to





Here tdT pTXq denotes the equivariant Todd class of the tangent bundle TX.
3.4 Atiyah–Bott Localization
We will use the Atiyah–Bott localization formula to compute the above integral.
Theorem 3.3 (Atiyah–Bott Localization Formula). [1] Suppose T  pCql acts on
a compact oriented manifold X, and suppose further that every connected component
F1, ...., FN of the fixed locus X












Here, αT P HT pX;Qq, Nj : NFj{X denotes the normal bundle of component Fj in
X, and ij : Fj Ñ X is the inclusion map of Fj into X.
The following example is an application of GRR combined with the localization for-
mula.
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Example 3.4 (Equivariant Chern Character of Line Bundles on P1). Suppose that
T  C acts on the projective line P1 with fixed points 0 and 8, and let L be a
T - equivariant line bundle on P1. Suppose further that the torus action results in
weights u, u, w and w  au at the fibers T0P1, T8P1, L0 and L8 respectively, with

























In this chapter we recall the definition of the moduli space of relative stable maps
and its corresponding equivariant perfect obstruction theory introduced by J.Li. We
will further discuss relative Gromov–Witten invariants, and state the precise problem
underlying this thesis.
4.1 Moduli of Relative Stable Maps
The definitions provided in this section are based on J.Li’s work on relative stable
morphisms in [14] and [15]. We refer the reader for an in depth discussion to the same.
Let X be a smooth projective variety and D a smooth divisor. Denote this pair
by the tuple pX;Dq. Define
∆pDq  PpOD `ND{Xq Ñ D,
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where ND{X is the normal sheaf of D in X. This gives a projective bundle, which
comes with two special sections defined by
D0  PpOD ` 0q and D8  Pp0 `ND{Xq.
Let
∆pDqpmq  ∆pDq1 Y ...Y ∆pDqm
where each ∆pDqi  ∆pDq for i P t1, ...,mu; every ∆pDqi carries distinguished sec-
tions Di,0 and Di,8. Then the object ∆pDqpmq is obtained by gluing Di,8 and Di 1,0
for i P t1, ...,m 1u under the isomorphisms
Di,8  D  Di 1,0.
Further define
Dp0q  D1,0, Dpiq  ∆pDqi X ∆pDqi 1, Dpmq  Dm,8,
for i P t1, ...,m 1u. Let
Xrms  X Y ∆pDqpmq,
where we identify D with Dp0q. Once we have constructed Xrms, we will refer to the
individual components ∆pDqi colloquially as bubbles. Dpmq will be referred to as the
divisor at infinity.
Remark 4.1. The above construction is easily generalized to the case where we have
k disjoint smooth divisors, say D1, ..., Dk. Then for every Dα with α P t1, ..., ku,
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construct ∆pDαq. Let m  pm1, ...,mkq, we get




where we glue X to ∆pDαqpmαq along Dα  Dαp0q.
Example 4.2 (Targets of Relative Stable Maps to P1). Recall that P1 has two fixed
points pσ1 and pσ2, and both constitute divisors. For m  pm
1,m2q, using the
above construction, we obtain P1rms  ∆ppσ1qpm1q Y P1 Y ∆ppσ2qpm2q. Note that
∆ppσ1q  ∆ppσ2q  P1. Thus we can think of P1rms as gluing chains of P1’s of
lengths m1 and m2 to the original P1 along the fixed points pσ1 and pσ2.
Example 4.3 (Targets of Relative Stable Maps to F1). In this dissertation we will
mainly be concerned with stable maps to F1 relative to D4. Note that ND4{F1  OP1p1q,
and thus the bubbles ∆pDqi will all be isomorphic to the original surface F1. It also
follows that the distinct sections D0,i and D8,i correspond to D2 and D4 respectively
both of which are isomorphic to P1.
Example 4.4. Recall that D3  P1 and that it contains the fixed point z3  pσ3.
Then we can consider D3rms  P1rms  F1rms. So in particular, we can talk
about the divisors pσ3p0q, ..., pσ3pmq P P1rms as points in F1rms. Similary, we obtain
pσ4p0q, ..., pσ4pmq P P1rms as points in F1rms.
We can choose a C-action on OD, which induces a group action on ∆pDq, s.t. the
projection map ∆pDq Ñ D is equivariant, and the torus C acts trivially on the divi-
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sor D. In particular the torus will act trivially on both special sections D0 and D8.
For every bubble ∆pDq we have a C-action, and consequently there is a Tm  pCqm
action on Xrms which leaves all Dpiq fixed. Let πm : Xrms Ñ X be the map that
contracts all bubbles to the relative divisor D.
Remark 4.5. Once again, there exists more generally a group action of Tm 
pCqm1 .... mk on Xrms where pCqmα acts on ∆pDαqpmαq. Also, there is a con-
traction map πm : Xrms Ñ X contracting ∆pD
αqpmαq to Dα for α P t1, ..., ku.
We are now in a position to define relative stable morphisms to pX;D1, ...., Dkq.
Definition 4.6. Let X be a smooth projective variety and D1, ...., Dk  X be smooth




c1pOpDαqq ¥ 0 for all α P t1, ..., ku.
Let µα  pµα1 , ..., µ
α
lα
q be a partition of dα and lα  lpµ
αq be the length of the partition
µα. Define
Mg,npX;D1, ..., Dk|β;µ1, ..., µkq
to be the moduli space of morphism
f : pC; x,y1, ...,ykq Ñ Xrms, x  px1, ..., xnq, y




1. pC; x,y1, ....,ykq is a connected prestable curve of arithmetic genus g with n  
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°k
α1 lα marked points.







i as Cartier divisors. In particular note that if d
α  0,
then the partition µα must be empty, so that the image curve fpCq does not
intersect the divisor Dαpmαq at infinity.
4. The preimage of Dαplq consists of nodes of the curve C for l P t0, ...,m
α  1u.
Furthermore, C must be predeformable, in the sense that if fpzq P Dplq and C1
and C2 are the two irreducible components of C with z P C1 X C2, then fæC1
and fæC2 must have the same contact order.
5. The automorphism group of f is finite.
Remark 4.7. Two relative stable maps f1 and f2 are isomorphic if they differ by an
isomorphisms of the domain, and additionally an element of Tm acting on the target.
This notion of isomorphism defines the stability condition 5.
J. Li shows in [14], [15] that
Mg,npX;D1, ...., Dk|β;µ1, ...., µkq
is a proper Deligne–Mumford stack with a perfect obstruction theory of virtual di-
mension »
β





Example 4.8 (Relative Stable Morphisms to F1). As mentioned before, in this thesis
we are mostly concerned with relative stable morphisms to the Hirzebruch surface F1
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relative to a single divisor, namely D4. Also, we will only consider morphisms whose
domain curves have genus 0 and are fully ramified at the divisor at infinity. Thus we
consider the following moduli space:
M0,npF1;D4|β; pdqq.
Note that using the above formula, the virtual dimension of this moduli space is given
by »
β
c1pTF1q  1   n  p1  dq.
Using standard toric methods, we find that c1pTF1q  3F   2B.
Example 4.9 (Relative Stable Morphisms to P1). Another moduli space that will
arise often in the fixed locus is the moduli space of stable maps to P1 relative to its
two fixed points 0 and 8 with respective ramification patterns µ0 and µ8. Recall that
any curve class in P1 is given by drP1s, which we may simply denote by d. Thus, we
consider
M0,0pP1; 0,8|d;µ0, µ8q. (4.1)
Example 4.10 (The Rubber Moduli Space). Closely related to the moduli space of
relative stable morphisms to P1 is the moduli space
M0,0pP1; 0,8|d;µ0, µ8q. (4.2)
Let T 1  C act on P1 by scaling, and extend this action trivially to ∆p0qpm1q and
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Two maps f1, f2 : C Ñ Prm1,m2s in this moduli space are equivalent if they differ
by an automorphism of the domain and additionally an action of Tm  T
1. We have
essentially ’de-rigidified’ the target entirely. Note that we need to remove the T
1
-fixed
locus, since it would yield non-stable maps under this definition of equivalence.
4.2 Relative Virtual Localization
Let M be a proper Deligne–Mumford stack, and suppose T  pCql acts on it.
Suppose further that it carries a T -equivariant perfect obstruction theory. Thus
locally there exists a two term complex
E Ñ F
of T -equivariant bundles over M with rankF  rankE  dvir fitting into an exact
sequence
0 Ñ T 1 Ñ F_ Ñ E_ Ñ T 2 Ñ 0.
Refer to dvir as the virtual dimension of the stack M. This obstruction theory gives
rise to a T -equivariant virtual fundamental class
rMsvir,T P ATdvirpMq.
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Here AT pMq denotes the T -equivariant Chow groups. The virtual fundamental class,
just as the usual fundamental class, gives rise to an integration map, namely
»
rMsvir,T
: AkT pMq Ñ Akd
vir
T pptq.
It follows that if k   dvir this integration map is in fact zero.
Similarly to the Atiyah–Bott localization formula for manifolds, there exist a vir-
tual localization formula due to T. Graber and R. Pandharipande [8], see also K.
Behrend [2]. The expression of this localization formula is very similar to 3.2, how-
ever we will briefly discuss the notion of a virtual normal bundle to motivate the
discussion in the following chapters.
Let MT  tF1, ....,FNu denote the fixed locus of M. Suppose further that every
connected component Fj P MT is a proper Deligne–Mumford substack. Choose
ξ P Fj  MT . Denote the deformation and obstruction spaces at ξ as T 1j and T 2j .
The torus T acts on the spaces T 1j and T
2
j and we can thus partition them into






j denotes the fixed part of T
i
j under the torus action
and T i,mj denotes the moving component. The obstruction theory of M provides an
obstruction theory for Fj and is given by T i,f . As discussed before, we can thus
construct a virtual fundamental class rFjsvir,T P AT pFjq on Fj. Furthermore, the
moving parts provide us with the virtual normal bundle of Fj in M which is given




j . The equivariant Euler class e
T pN virj q P AT pFjq is invertible
in
AT pFjq bRT QT  ApFjq bQ QT
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where RT  Qru1, ..., uls and QT  Qpu1, ..., ulq. As before, let ij : Fj ÑM denote
the inclusion maps for the torus fixed components. We have the following virtual
localization and integration formulae [8]:






eT pN virj q
.










eT pN virj q
.
4.3 Tangent and Obstruction Spaces
We will apply the virtual localization formula to M0,npF1;D|β;µq and it is thus
fundamental to be able to compute the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundles
of the fixed loci. In this section we will discuss the parts of the tangent and obstruction
spaces described in [15] relevant to the virtual localization computation. In particular
we will discuss the perfect obstruction theory of the moduli space of relative stable
maps to a smooth projective variety. We will focus on the moving parts, since those
are relevant to the equivariant Euler class of a virtual normal bundle by the above
discussion.




NDp0q{X bNDp0q{∆pDq1 , for l  0;
NDplq{∆pDql bNDplq{∆pDql 1 , for 1 ¤ l ¤ m 1.
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Note that by construction the bundle Ll is trivial on the divisor Dplq.
Let
ξ  rf : pC; x,yq Ñ Xrmss
be a point in the moduli space Mg,npX;D|β;µq. Denote the tangent space at ξ by
T 1 and the obstruction space by T 2. They fit into the following exact sequence
0 Ñ Ext0pΩCpRq,OCq Ñ H0pDq Ñ T 1









that is, R corresponds to the divisor on C consisting of marked points. For the
definition of D we refer the reader to [15]. Its zeroth and first cohomology groups

































1p∆pDqlqq  Cnl , (4.3)
H1etpR

l q  H
0pDplq, Llq
`nl{H0pDplq, Llq  H
0pDplq, Llq
`nl1, (4.4)
and nl corresponds to the number of nodes mapping to the divisor Dplq. In 4.4 the
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quotient is given by the diagonal embedding
H0pDplq, Llq Ñ H
0pDplq, Llq
`nl .
For the construction of the maps occurring in the exact sequences, refer once again to
[15]. We will now provide brief geometric interpretations of the contributing terms.








corresponds to the space of infinitesimal deformations of the domain curve pC,Rq.
The moving parts of the latter are computed by observing that there exists a local
to global spectral sequence. Namely, if pĈ, R̂q is the normalization of pC,Rq, with R̂
the pullback of R, we get an exact sequence
0 Ñ B4,0 Ñ B4 Ñ B4,1 Ñ 0,
where
B4,0  H










Geometrically we may think of B4,0 as the space of infinitesimal deformations of the
normalized curve pĈ, R̂ R1q where R1 is the divisor on Ĉ consisting of the preimages
of the nodes of C. Correspondingly B4,1 corresponds to smoothing nodes in the
domain. The set SingpCq denotes the set of nodes in C. For q P SingpCq, let q1 and
q2 denote the preimages of q under the normalization map.
4.3.2 Deformations of the Map and Obstructions to such De-
formations
Other than automorphisms and deformations of the domain curve, we also need to
study deformations of and obstructions to deforming the map f with fixed domain and

















We want to think of B2 as the space of infinitesimal deformations of the map f and
further of B5 as the obstructions to such deformations.
4.3.3 Obstructions to Smoothing Nodes in Domain
Lastly, we also need to consider obstructions to smoothing nodes in the domain which
map to the normal crossing divisors that arise when we glue together bubbles of the












corresponds to obstructions to smoothing nodes mapping to Dplq. Explicitly, let
f1pDplqq  tq1, ..., qnu, and let νi be the contact order of f at the node qi. Studying
[15] we find that the map B4 Ñ H







l q  H
0pDplq, Llq
`nl{H0pDplq, Llq,
ps1, ...., snq Ñ rps
ν1
1 , ...., s
νn
n qs.
In order to construct this map, we use the fact that Ll is trivial over Dplq and fur-
thermore that
pLlqfpqiq  pTq1iĈ b Tq2i
Ĉqνi
for any qi P f
1pDplqq by description of the bundle Ll. This demonstrates that the
obstructions vanish if and only if the smoothing of the nodes tq1, ..., qnu in the domain
curve is compatible with the smoothing of the normal crossing divisors Dplq. The
smoothing of the latter is parametrized by the cohomology group H0pDplq, Llq. Note
that this is intuitively true since the predeformability condition states that only nodes
are allowed to map to the divisors Dplq. We also notice that there are no obstructions
if there is only a single node mapping to a specific divisor Dplq. Difficulties only arise
when we try to smooth several nodes simultaneously with potentially different contact
orders.
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4.4 Relative Gromov–Witten Invariants
Marked points in Gromov–Witten theory give rise to evaluation maps. In relative
Gromov–Witten theory we need to further distinguish between evaluation maps to
the target variety X and to the relative divisor D. Suppose f PMg,npX;D|β;µq and
let l  lpµq. Then f corresponds to a map
f : pC; x,yq Ñ Xrms
where x  px1, ..., xnq and y  py1, ..., ylq are marked points. Thus we get evaluation
maps
evX,i :Mg,npX;D|β;µq Ñ X, i  1, ..., n,
and
evD,j :Mg,npX;D|β;µq Ñ D, j  1, ..., l.
Fix cohomology classes
γi P H
dipX;Qq and δj P HejpD;Qq
for i P t1, ...nu and j P t1, ..., lu. Using δ1, ..., δl, define a cohomologically weighted
partition


























where γTi and δ
T
j are equivariant lifts of γi and δj respectively. We will refer to γ
T
i
and δTj as insertions.
4.5 What we will compute
The remainder of this thesis will be devoted to computing primary relative Gromov–
Witten invariants. In this section we will outline the general structure that they all
follow. The underlying smooth projective variety X will be the Hirzebruch surface F1,
and we will consider maps relative to the divisorD  D4. The weighted cohomological
partition is always chosen to be ppdq, δq, where δ  PDDrpts P H2pD;Qq is the




of the form γi  PD
Xrpts P H4pX;Qq, namely the Poincaré dual of a point in the
surface. The equivariant lifts of δ and the γi’s will be taken to be equivariant Poincaré
duals of the points instead. Since µ  pdq, it follows that |Autpµq|  1. We will only
consider genus 0 Gromov–Witten invariants. In terms of the above notation, we will




The equivariant lifts of the point classes, both in D and in X, are chosen to limit the
number of connected components in the fixed locus. In Chapter 9 we will provide the
full computation for the following three cases:
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1. β  3F   B, d  3 and insertions γTi  PD
X,T rz1s  t1t2 for i P t1, 2, 3u and
δT  PDD,T rz3s  t1;
2. β  4F  B, d  4 and insertions γTi  PD
X,T rz1s  t1t2 for i P t1, 2, 3, 4u and
δT  PDD,T rz3s  t1;
3. β  4F   2B, d  4 and insertions γTi  PD




X,T  t1pt1   t2q and δ  PD
D,T rz3s  t1.
Here PDX,T rzis and PD
D,T rzis denote the equivariant Poincaré duals of the fixed
point zi in X and D respectively. We will use relative virtual localization to compute
these invariants. In Chapter 6 we will describe the building blocks of the fixed locus





The first step in computing the relative Gromov–Witten invariants is to find all
admissible target graphs. We will specify the possible torus actions on the rigidified
targets and give a bound for the number of bubbles based on [14]. This bound however
is not strict as we will see in our later computations.
5.1 Torus Action on Target Graphs
As discussed in Chapter 4, we will compute relative Gromov–Witten invariants of F1
via localization. We thus need to understand the action of T  pCq1pCq2  pCq2
on a target F1rms, an expanded pair of pF1;Dq with D  D4. F1rms is the union of
F1 and m copies of the ruled surface ∆  PpOD `ND{Xq glued along D. The torus
action on ∆ is induced by the action on the divisor D and the normal bundle ND{X ,










Figure 5.1: Toric graph of a bubble ∆i  F1
In particular, this means that the action of pt1, t2q P T on a bubble ∆i is the same as
the action on the original Hirzebruch surface F1. It is given by
pt1, t2q  rZ1, Z2, Z3, Z4s  rZ1, Z2, t1Z3, t2Z4s.
Suppose that f : pC;x1, ..., xnq Ñ F1rms is a relative stable map. Let
f 1 : pC 1;x1, ..., xkq Ñ ∆i
be the restriction of f to f1p∆iq. Then f
1 maps to a non-rigid target in the following
sense. An automorphism of f 1 is given both by an automorphism of the possibly
disconnected domain curve pC 1;x1, ..., xkq, but also by an action on the target ∆i by
T 1  C. Namely t P T 1 acts on ∆i by:
t  rZ1, Z2, Z3, Z4s  rZ1, Z2, Z3, tZ4s.
This means that f 1 is fixed by the torus action if for every pt1, t2q P T there exists
t P T 1 and an automorphims φ of pC 1;x1, ..., xkq s.t.
pt1, t2q  f
1  t  f 1  φ,
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or equivalently
t1  pt1, t2q  f
1  f 1  φ.
We use a torus element to denote the map that it induces on F1. Instead of working
with this definition, we may rigidify the target and combine the actions of T and T 1,
so to speak, by choosing a homomorphism ψa : T Ñ C given by
ψappt1, t2qq  t
a
1
for a P Q, and thus eliminating the action of pCq2. We are left with a one-dimensional










Figure 5.2: T -action on a rigidified bubble
Note that every bubble can in principle be rigidified independently. However not
every choice of rigidification will give rise to relative stable morphims.




For computational purposes it is helpful to a priori obtain a maximum number of
bubbles that can appear. Following [14], we will provide such a bound for the cases
where β  3F  B, β  4F  B and β  4F  2B. We begin by recalling the notation
and set-up from [14].
Let C be a connected smooth curve with a closed smooth point 0 P C and let W Ñ C
be a family of projective schemes, s.t. the fiber W0 decomposes as smooth varieties
Y1 and Y2 who intersect transversely along a smooth divisor D  Y1 X Y2, and the
remaining fibers Wt are smooth for t P C0. Let W rns be the expanded degeneration
of W {C as constructed in [14]; it is very similar to an expanded pair. Let H be an
ample line bundle on W , which via pullback by the contraction map W rns Ñ W gives
an ample bundle on W rns.
Let X be a proper and reduced scheme and f : X Ñ W rns be a map. Define the
degree d of f to be the degree of the bundle fH over X. Fix a doublet Γ  pd, kq.
Here d will correspond to the degree of the map, and k to the number of marked
points on the domain curve. Say f : X Ñ W rns is a prestable morphism of topolog-
ical type Γ if f is a stable morphism, X is a connected at-most-nodal genus 0 curve
with k marked points and furthermore f has degree d.
Assume that f factors through W rns0, the central fiber of the n-th expansion of
W . According to the map f , we get a splitting of the domain X into X1, ..., Xn 2,
where Xi : f
1p∆iq for i P t2, ..., n  1u, X1  f
1pY1q and Xn 2  f
1pY2q.
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Let R be the divisor of marked points of X. Suppose Z is a purely one-dimensional
closed subset of X, then [14] defines the weight of f along Z to be
wpf, Zq  degpZ, fHq  2   |R X Z|   |τpZq|
where |τpZq| is the number of smooth points of Z that are nodes of X. This weight
function is additive in the sense that for Z1, Z2 who do not share an irreducible
component, we have
wpf, Z1 Y Z2q  wpf, Z1q   wpf, Z2q.
This weight will allow us to define a bound for the number of irreducible components
mapping to bubble components, and thus a bound on the total number of bubbles,
since they cannot exceed this number. [14] proves the following:
Lemma 5.2. [14] The predeformable morphism f : X Ñ W rns0 is a stable morphims
in MpW,ΓqpSpecpkqq iff wpf,Xiq ¡ 0 for all i  2, ..., n  1.
For the definition, construction and properties of the moduli space MpW,ΓqpSpecpkqq
refer to [14]. The proof of Lemma 5.2 examines when a predeformable morphism is
stable in terms of its automorphisms group. The bound arises naturally in this anal-
ysis. Define |Γ|  d 2   k for a doublet Γ  pd, kq.
Lemma 5.3. [14] Let f : X Ñ W rns0 be a stable morphism in MpW,ΓqpSpecpkqq,
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and let X1, ..., Xn 2 be the splitting components according to the map f . Then
|Γ|  wpf,X1q   ....  wpf,Xn 2q.
It follows from this lemma, that in the case of relative stable morphisms, the number
of bubbles is constrained by |Γ|  1 as the weight of the component of the domain
curve mapping to the original Hirzebruch surface is at least 1. Thus in order to find
a bound, it remains to find a ’minimal’ ample bundle H on F1. Minimality is taken
with respect to |Γ|. Recall the Nakai - Moishezon criterion for ampleness of a line
bundle on a projective surface [17]:
Theorem 5.4. Let F be a projective surface. Then the line bundle H is ample if and
only if
1. H2 ¡ 0;
2. for any curve, or equivalently any effective Cartier divisor C, the intersection
product H  C ¡ 0.
Using the Nakai - Moishezon criterion we can find the ample cone, and then apply
the constraints to find the minimal ample bundle. To find the ample cone it suffices
to find all H  aB   bF with a, b P Z s.t.:
1. H2  paB   bF q2  a2   2ab  ap2b aq ¡ 0,
2. paB   bF q B  a  b ¡ 0,
3. paB   bF q  F  a ¡ 0.
Combining all of these we find that the ample cone consists of all H  aB   bF
s.t. b ¡ a ¡ 0. Within this ample cone, minimality with respect to |Γ| in the cases
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β  3F   B, β  4F   B and lastly β  4F   2B, is achieved by H  2F   B. In




Let X  F1 and D  D4  F1. This section will describe the torus fixed points in
M0,npX;D|β;µq. Suppose that f : pC; x,yq Ñ pX;Dq is a relative stable map which
represents a fixed point in M0,npX;D|β;µq s.t. f : C Ñ Xrms for m ¥ 0, and let
f̃  π  f : C Ñ X. F1 is a 2-dimensional toric variety, so set r : 2 in what follows.
Then




We can associate a decorated graph ~Γ  p~f, ~d,~lq to the torus fixed relative stable map
f . Here, ~f will tell us where irreducible components map under f̃ , ~d will record the
degree of f̃ restricted to irreducible components, and ~l will keep track of the level, that
is, which bubble an irreducible component maps to. For the more general case, i.e.
for the fixed locus of stable maps relative to a disjoint union of divisors and domain
curves of higher genus, see [5]. In the general case, there is an additional assignment
of the genus. Since however we are merely concerned with genus 0 domain curves,
this can safely be omitted here.
Notation 6.1. Instead of writing ~Γ  p~f, ~d,~lq we will often simply write Γ and refer
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to the functions in the tuple as f , d and l.
6.1 Black Vertices
Let σ P Σprq be such that σ does not contain ρ, where Dρ  D. Then the torus
fixed point pσ is not contained in the relative divisor D. If pσ  fpCq, we associate
a black vertex v to every connected component of f1ppσq. Since we are working
with genus 0 invariants, these connected components Cv are either points or genus 0
curves. Assign a label ~fpvq  σ to every such vertex.
6.2 Black Edges
Let τ P Σpr  1qztρu, so in particular the 1-dimensional T -orbit Oτ is not contained
in the relative divisor D, and its closure is a T -invariant divisor lτ  P1 of F1. If
lτ  fpCq, assign to every connected component Oe of f
1pOτ q a black edge e. Let
Ce denote the closure of Oe. As before, label the edge as ~fpeq  τ . Furthermore, in
this case fæCe : Ce Ñ lτ is of the form rx : ys Ñ rx
de : ydes, so that it corresponds to
a fully ramified map of degree de. We assign the edge its degree ~dpeq  de.
6.3 Blue Vertices
Suppose ρ  σ, so that the T -fixed point pσ is contained in the relative divisor
Dρ  D. There exist torus fixed points pσp0q, ...., pσpmq mapping to pσ under f̃ . We
associate to every connected component Cv of f
1ptpσp0q, ..., pσpmquq a blue vertex v.
Note that by the definition of relative stable maps such a connected component either
corresponds to a node of C, or a smooth marked point yi. If fpCvq  pσplq, define its
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level to be ~lpvq  l and ~fpvq  σ. Furthermore, we want to associate to every blue
vertex a degree. If fpCv  yiq  pσpmq, define ~dpvq  µi. Otherwise Cv  C1 X C2,
that is Cv is the node where the two irreducible components C1  C and C2  C
intersect. The predeformability condition forces
pfæC1q
1pDplqq  dvCv  pfæC2q
1pDplqq
and we define ~dpvq  dv.
Remark 6.2. A blue vertex v is either univalent or bivalent. It is univalent if and
only if Cv  yi, that is, when it corresponds to a smooth marked point mapping to the
relative divisor.
6.4 Blue Edges
In general, blue edges will correspond to maps from irreducible components of the
domain curve to a bubble which are fixed by the torus action, however not pointwise.
We want to distinguish between two types of such edges, Type I and Type II.
6.4.1 Type I
Let σ P Σprq such that ρ  σ, and the corresponding fixed point pσ  D  Dρ.
Suppose m ¡ 0, and for each l P t1, ...,mu define
∆ppσq

l : ∆ppσql  tpσpl1q, pσplqu  C.
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Suppose that cT1 pTpσplqp∆ppσqlqq and c
T
1 pTpσpl1qp∆ppσqlqq are non zero. To every con-
nected component Oe of f
1p∆ppσq

l q associate a blue edge e. Let Ce be the closure of
Oe. Then fæCe : Ce Ñ ∆ppσql is a surjective map and of the form rx : ys Ñ rx
de : ydes
for some de P Z¥0. Assign to the blue edge e its level ~lpeq  l and its degree ~dpeq  de.
6.4.2 Type II
Let ρ P Σpr  1q s.t. lρ  D corresponds to the relative divisor. Suppose further
that lρ  f̃pCq, which implies that m ¡ 0. Let Oρ be the C-orbit contained in lρ.
Assign a blue edge e to every connected component Oe  C of f̃1pOρq. Let Ce
be the closure of Oe, then Ce is an irreducible component of C. Now, there exists
l P t1, ...,mu s.t.
f̃æCe : Ce Ñ lρ and fæCe : Ce Ñ ∆pDql.
Set ~lpeq  l and ~dpeq  de where de corresponds to the degree of the surjective fully
ramified map f̃æCe : Ce  P1 Ñ lρ  P1.
Remark 6.3. In practice we will annotate blue edges with the curve classes that they
yield, that is if fprCesq  rB   sF , the edge e will be annotated with rB   sF .
Type II blue edges can be understood in greater detail. Suppose the 2-dimensional
torus T  pCq2 acts on the Hirzebruch surface F1. Say that two maps f1, f2 : P1 Ñ F1
are equivalent if they differ by an automorphism of the domain, namely P1, and further
by an element t P C acting on the fiber of F1 Ñ P1:
t  rZ1, Z2, Z3, Z4s  rZ1, Z2, Z3, tZ4s.
Two equivalent maps give rise to the same map in the moduli space of relative stable
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maps, if the target F1 occurs as a bubble. We are looking for maps that are fixed
by the torus action of T , and we define the action of pt1, t2q P T on a given map
f : P1 Ñ F1 to be
ppt1, t2q  fqprx : ysq  pt1, t2q  fprx : ysq.
Blue edges of type II correspond to maps f : P1 Ñ F1 such that:
1. π  f : P1 Ñ P1 is not a constant map. If π  f was a constant map, then it
would correspond either to a red vertex, see 6.5, or a blue edge of type I.
2. fpP1q is not contained in D2 or D4, since otherwise it would violate the con-
straints of relative stable maps.
3. pt1, t2q  f is equivalent to f for any pt1, t2q P T . This condition corresponds to
f being fixed under the torus action.
Recall that
H2pF1;Zq  ZB ` ZF.
We have intersection products
B B  1, F  F  0, B  F  1.
Suppose f : P1 Ñ F1 is a map satisfying conditions 1, 2 and 3. If we further require
fprCsq  aB   bF , with a, b P Z, a ¡ 0, b ¥ a. Then f takes the following form:
fa,b,λprx : ysq  rx
a, xba, ya, λybs
ga,b,λprx : ysq  ry
a, xba, xa, λybs
where λ P C. Note that fa,b,λ is equivalent to fa,b,1 and similarly ga,b,λ is equivalent to
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ga,b,1. It can be shown that fa,b,λ must map to the following rigidified target subgraph:
t1







p ba  1qt1
Figure 6.1: T -action on the target bubble of fa,b,λ




p ba   1qt1
t1




Figure 6.2: T -action on the target bubble of ga,b,λ
Now let p  r1, 0s P P1 and q  r0, 1s P P1, then we find that
fa,b,λD1  aq, f

a,b,λD2  pb aqq, f





ga,b,λD1  ap, g

a,b,λD2  pb aqq, g

a,b,λD3  aq, g

a,b,λD4  bq.
In particular we notice that fa,b,λ connects the fixed points z1 and z3 and ga,b,λ connects
the fixed points z2 and z4, if b ¡ a. If b  a then the image curve only touches the
ceiling D4 at one of the fixed points. Specifically:
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1. (diagonal) If b ¡ a:
fa,b,λpP1q XD4  tr1, 1, 0, 0su fa,b,λpP1q XD2  tr1, 1, 0, 0su
ga,b,λpP1q XD4  tr0, 0, 1, 1su ga,b,λpP1q XD2  tr1, 0, 0, 1su
2. (half-way) If b  a:
fa,b,λpP1q XD4  tr1, 1, 0, 0su fa,b,λpP1q XD2  H
ga,b,λpP1q XD4  tr0, 0, 1, 1su ga,b,λpP1q XD2  H
6.5 Red Vertices
Suppose that m ¡ 0. Let σ P Σprq s.t. ρ  σ such that the T -fixed point pσ  D 
Dρ. Suppose that c
T
1 pTpσplqp∆ppσqlqq and c
T
1 pTpσpl1qp∆ppσqlqq are zero. Assign to every
connected component Ov of f
1p∆ppσq

l q a red vertex v. Then if Cv is the closure of
Ov, the map fæCv : Cv Ñ ∆ppσql is either a constant map to a point in ∆ppσq

l or a
surjective map to ∆ppσql. The domain Cv is either a point or a genus 0 curve, and
we define ~fpvq  σ. We associate to each red vertex v its degree ~dpvq. If fæCv is a
constant map, set ~dpvq  0. Otherwise fæCv is a surjective degree dv map, in which
case ~dpvq  dv. Further assign v its level ~lpvq  l.
6.6 Red Edges
Suppose v1 is a blue vertex and v2 is a red vertex s.t. Cv1  Cv2 . In this case, we
must have that Cv1 is a point and Cv2 is a curve, and further that
~fpv1q  ~fpv2q  σ,
for some σ P Σprq. For every such pair pv1, v2q, assign a red edge e connecting the
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two vertices. Let ~fpeq  σ. Although we do not associate a curve Ce in general with
this edge, we may sometimes refer to Cv2 as Ce, when pe, v2q occurs as a flag, see 6.9
for the definition of flags.


















Figure 6.4: T -action on the target bubble for v P VredpΓq with ~fpvq  σ4
6.7 Markings
Recall that we have marked points x  tx1, ...., xnu and also y  ty1, ..., ylu. Define
the map of markings ~spiq  v, if xi P Cv, where v is either a red or a black vertex.
Define ~spjq  v, if Cv  yj for a blue vertex v. Let Sv  ~s
1pvq and nv  |Sv|.
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6.8 Classification of Vertices and Edges
Let Γ be the graph of the torus fixed relative stable map f P M0,npF1;D|β;µq. In
this section we will fix notation for the set of vertices V pΓq and the set of edges EpΓq.
1. The set of edges EpΓq can be divided into a disjoint union
EpΓq  EblackpΓq Y EredpΓq Y EbluepΓq,
where EblackpΓq contains all black edges, EredpΓq all red edges and EbluepΓq all
blue edges. Furthermore, define Ered,1pΓq to be the set of e P EredpΓq, such that
adjacent red vertex v has only two emanating red edges. Recall that there are
two types of blue edges. Let Eblue,IpΓq be the set of all blue edges of type I, and
Eblue,IIpΓq the set of all blue edges of type II.
2. Similarly we can divide the set of vertices as
V pΓq  VblackpΓq Y VbluepΓq Y VredpΓq.
If v P VblackpΓq, let Ev be the set of black edges emanating from v. If v P VbluepΓq,
let Ev be the set of all edges emanating from v. Lastly, if v P VredpΓq, let Ev be
the set of blue edges emanating from it.
Recall from [11], that we can further subdivide VblackpΓq, namely
V 1blackpΓq  tv P VblackpΓq|valpvq  1, nv  0u
V 1,1blackpΓq  tv P VblackpΓq|valpvq  1, nv  1u
V 2blackpΓq  tv P VblackpΓq|valpvq  2, nv  0u
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where the valency of v is given by valpvq : |Ev|. Say a vertex is stable if
2 valpvq nv ¡ 0; let V
s
blackpΓq be the set of black stable vertices. The above
listed sets correspond to smooth non marked points, smooth marked points and










Notation 6.4. If v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u, define yv  CeXCe1;
that is yv is the node connecting the two irreducible components Ce and Ce1.
Notation 6.5. Let v P V sblackpΓq and e P Ev. Let ype, vq  Ce X Cv.
As mentioned before, if v R V sblackpΓq, then Cv is simply a point. However for
v P V sblackpΓq, Cv is a curve. Consider
pCv; type, vq|e P Evu Y txi|i P Svuq;
this gives a genus 0 curve with |Ev|   |Sv| marked points, so in particular it
represents a point inM0,|Ev | |Sv |. Thus to every stable black vertex v P V sblackpΓq
we associate a moduli space
Mv :M0,|Ev | |Sv | M0,nv valpvq.
Let ψi denote its i-th psi class for i P t1, ..., nv   valpvqu.
Similarly to black vertices, we can granulate blue and red vertices. For blue ver-
tices we obtain V 2bluepΓq  tv P VbluepΓq|Cv is a nodeu and V
1,1
bluepΓq  ty1, ..., ylu.
For red vertices there is V 1redpΓq  tv P VredpΓq|Cv is a smooth pointu. Note
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that if v P V 1redpΓq then Ev  teu and e P EbluepΓq.
There is another characterization of the set of red vertices. We will subdivide
the set VredpΓq using the degree map. Define
Vred,0pΓq  tv P VredpΓq|~dpvq  0u and Vred, pΓq  tv P VredpΓq|~dpvq ¡ 0u.
Then VredpΓq  Vred,0pΓq Y Vred, pΓq. We can also associate a moduli space to
v P Vred,0pΓq, which will simply be a moduli space of curves, namely
Mv M0,nv |Ev |.
Furthermore, to every red vertex v P Vred, pΓq we can associate a moduli space.
In order to do so, consider two subsets of VbluepΓq:
V 0v  tv
1 P VbluepΓq|~lpv
1q  ~lpvq  1, v’ and v are connected by a red edgeu,
V 8v  tv
1 P VbluepΓq|~lpv
1q  ~lpvq, v’ and v are connected by a red edgeu.
Using these two subsets, we may construct two partitions µ0pvq and µ8pvq of
~dpvq, namely
µ0pvq  t~dpv1q|v1 P V 0v u and µ
8pvq  t~dpv1q|v1 P V 8v u.
These partitions will specify the ramification patterns of stable maps to P1 
∆ppσvqlpvq relative to 0 : pσvplpvq1q and 8 : pσvplpvqq. Define for v P Vred, pΓq
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an associated moduli space
Mv M0,nv |Ev |pP1; 0,8|~dpvq;µ0pvq, µ8pvqq.
Remark 6.6. More specifically, for v P Vred, pΓq we will be interested in Mv ,
since these are maps to a bubble which are equivalent up to an additional C-
action. Refer to 4.10 for more details on this space. Note that if ~dpvq  µ0pvq 
µ8pvq, the moduli space Mv is zero dimensional unless there are additional
marked points and thus these red vertices will be treated differently in the future.
We define psi classes onMv for v P Vred, pΓq. Suppose v1 P V 0v . Define ψrv1,v to
be the first Chern class of the line bundle overMv whose fiber over the relative
stable map f : pC; x,y0,y8q Ñ P1rm0,m8s is given by T yv1C. We can also
define target psi classes. Namely a target psi class ψt0 denotes the first Chern
class of the bundle L0 on Mv whose fiber at f : pC; x,y0,y8q Ñ P1rms is the
cotangent line T 0pm0qPrms. Note that we can relate these two psi classes by the
degree, namely ψt0  dpv
1qψrv1,v, @v
1 P V 0v using pullback. We can analogously
define ψrv1,v if v
1 P V 8v and also ψ
t
8. We may suppress subscripts in the future
for legibility.
Notation 6.7. Instead of using ~f , we will often simplify the notation. Suppose that
v P V pΓq, define σv : ~fpvq. Similarly for e P EpΓq, define τe : ~fpeq.
6.9 Flags
Let F pΓq denote the set of flags of the graph Γ. F pΓq contains pairs of vertices and
edges, pv, eq, satisfying one of the following conditions:
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1. v P VblackpΓq and e P EblackpΓq s.t. Cv X Ce is non-empty.
2. v P VbluepΓq and e P EblackpΓq Y EbluepΓq s.t. Cv X Ce is non-empty.
3. v P VbluepΓq and e P EredpΓq s.t. e connects v with a red vertex.
4. v P VredpΓq and e P EredpΓq s.t. e connects v with a blue vertex.
5. v P VredpΓq and e P EbluepΓq s.t. Cv X Ce is non-empty.
Denote by F sblackpΓq the set of stable flags, that is a flag pv, eq, where v P V
s
blackpΓq.
Notation 6.8. If pv, eq P FblackpΓq we may abuse notation to say that pτe, σvq P
FblackpΓq.
6.10 Buildings and Floors
As mentioned before, blue vertices are either univalent or bivalent. Say a bivalent
blue vertex v P V 2bluepΓq is special, when its two emanating edges te1, e2u are a subset
of EredpΓq.
Suppose that m ¡ 0, then we can think of ∆pDq as a building, and of ∆pDql as
the l-th level (floor) of the building, where l P t1, ...,mu. Each level has a a floor and
a ceiling, namely Dpl1q and Dplq respectively. Say a blue vertex v P VbluepΓq is on the
ceiling Dplq, if fpCvq  pσplq for σ P Σprq.
We say a ceiling is removable if all blue vertices on it are special. In particular,
removable ceilings belong to lower dimensional strata in a connected component of
M0,npF1;D|β;µqT . These removable ceilings arise when taking the closure of the
moduli space associated to a decorated graph ~Γ.
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Example 6.9 (Removable Ceiling). The following diagram shows a possible subtree










Figure 6.5: Example of a removable ceiling (left) occurring in lower dimensional strata
of (right)
6.10.1 Non Permissible Target Graphs
For the invariants described in 4.5, the following two subgraphs of a target graph
will yield a removable ceiling, and thus will not need to be considered when finding
admissible target graphs. Non permissibility of these target graphs is a consequence




























Figure 6.6: T -action on target bubbles causing a removable ceiling
6.11 Minimal Graphs
Let ~Γ be a decorated graph. Say it is minimal, if it does not contain any removable
ceilings. Let
G0,npF1;D|β;µq
be the set of minimal colored graphs, that give rise to an element inM0,npF1;D|β;µq.
In general, every such graph might yield several relative stable maps. Also, every
f PM0,npF1;D|β;µqT gives rise to a decorated graph ~Γ, and thus we obtain a map
M0,npF1;D|β;µqT Ñ G0,npF1;D|β;µq.






Note that if e P EblackpΓq Y EbluepΓq, then fæCe : Ce Ñ F1rms is uniquely determined








There exists a map i~Γ : M~Γ Ñ M0,npF1;D|β;µq whose image is F~Γ, and which in-
duces rM~Γ{A~Γs  F~Γ. Here A~Γ denotes the automorphism of any f P F~Γ.
Let N vir~Γ be the pullback of the virtual normal bundle of F~Γ in M0,npF1;D|β;µq
under i~Γ. Then
1









The next chapter is dedicated to determining this equivariant Euler class. Since the
calculation will happen onM~Γ, we will need to divide by the size of the automorphism
group |A~Γ| once we calculate the invariants. Let Ap
~Γq denote the automorphism group













where gcdpr, sq denotes the greatest common divisor of r and s.
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Chapter 7
The T-Equivariant Euler Class
Recall that
1









In this chapter we will determine separately the contributions of
1. eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q
2. eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q
3. eT pBm3 q{e
T pBm6 q
to the equivariant Euler class of N vir~Γ for
~Γ P G0,npF1;D|β;µq.
Remark 7.1. Recall that the genus of all domain curves is 0. Thus if v P Vred,0pΓq,
the corresponding map fæCv : Cv Ñ ∆i  F1rms is only stable if Cv contains marked
points or alternatively if Cv is a point. However the way we choose insertions is s.t.
all marked points will map to D2  F1 and thus for us VredpΓq  V 1red,0pΓqYVred, pΓq.
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7.1 eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q
Theorem 7.2. The contribution of eT pBm4 q{e
T pBm1 q to e




































P H2T pype, vq;Qq.
The derivation of this formula is an extension of the work in [11]. Recall that B1 
Ext0pΩCpRq,OCq and B4  Ext1pΩCpRq, OCq, and in particular these contributions
correspond to automorphisms and deformations of the domain curves. The fact that
it is a relative stable map does thus not really make a difference, other than that
the contributions now also involve edges and vertices that are not necessarily black,
however the arguments stay the same.
7.1.1 Automorphisms of the Domain
Recall that v P V 1redpΓq corresponds to a smooth point on the domain curve, and thus
plays a similar role as a vertex ṽ P V 1blackpΓq for the purpose of automorphisms of the
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7.1.2 Deformation of the Domain
Recall that the moving part of the deformations of the domain can be characterized
by smoothing nodes in the domain curve. Thus we need to consider vertices v P
V 2blackpΓq Y V
2
bluepΓq and flags pe, vq P F
s
blackpΓq. However, by 6.10.1, either Ev X
EredpΓq  H or |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 for v P V
2









TyvCe b TyvCe1 `
à
pe,vqPF sblackpΓq







1. eT pTyvCe b TyvCe1q  wpe,vq   wpe1,vq for v P V
2
blackpΓq with emanating set Ev 
te, e1u;
2. eT pTyvCe b TyvCe1q  wpe,vq   wpe1,vq for v P V
2
bluepΓq such that either Ev X
EredpΓq  H or |Ev X Ered,1pΓq|  1. For the latter case we pick up a trivial
weight from wpe1, vq.
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3. eT pType,vqCv b Type,vqCeq  wpe,vq  ψpe,vq if pe, vq P F
s
blackpΓq;
4. eT pTyvCe1 b TyvCeq  wpe1,vq  ψ
r
v,v1 for v P V
2
bluepΓq such that |Ev XEredpΓq|  1
and if e P Ev corresponds to the red edge, then it connects v to a red vertex v
1
with ~dpv1q ¡ 1. Consequently e1 corresponds to a black or a blue edge.
Remark 7.4. We treat e P EredpΓq X Ered,1pΓq and ẽ P EredpΓqzEred,1pΓq differently
since e only gives rise to a single curve, whereas ẽ gives rise to a whole moduli space.
Combining all these contributions, we arrive at the formula stated in Theorem 7.2.
7.2 eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q
Theorem 7.5. The contribution of eT pBm2 q{e
T pBm5 q to e






































Remark 7.6. Note that e P EbluepΓq s.t. fprCesq  rB   sF and r ¡ 0 describes
e P Eblue,IIpΓq, whereas e P EbluepΓq s.t. fprCesq  kF describes e P Eblue,IpΓq.
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Recall thatB2  H
0pC, fpΩFrmsplogDpmqq
_qq andB5  H
1pC, fpΩFrmsplogDpmqqq
_q.
In order to prove the above formula, we will look at the normalization sequence of
the domain curve C. It is given by
























Let L  ΩFrmsplogDpmqq_. Tensoring the above short exact sequence of sheaves with



































where we note that tv P VbluepΓq|lpvq   mu  tv P V
2
bluepΓqu. In fact, the torus action
splits this long exact sequence into a direct sum of fixed and moving parts. We are
only interested in the moving parts.
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Note that we have the following restrictions of the sheaf L:
LæD1p0q  TD1p0qpz4p0qq `ND1p0q{F1p0q (7.1)
LæD1piq  TD1piqpz4pi1q  z4piqq `ND1piq{F1piq , for i ¡ 0 (7.2)
LæD3p0q  TD3p0qpz3p0qq `ND3p0q{F1p0q (7.3)
LæD3piq  TD3piqpz3pi1q  z3piqq `ND3piq{F1piq , for i ¡ 0 (7.4)
where F1piq : ∆pDqi, D1piq : ∆ppσ4qi and lastly D3piq : ∆ppσ3qi. Using these
restrictions we can derive the following lemmas, which will compute the remaining
contributions of black edges, blue vertices and edges and lastly red vertices. The
contributions of black vertices and nodes stemming from stable flags can be carried
over from the absolute theory in [11], and will not be discussed beyond stating the
results. For details, refer to [11].
7.2.1 Black Vertices
As is apparent from the normalization sequence, we need to divide this section into
the contributions of black vertices in V 2blackpΓq and V
s
blackpΓq.













Lemma 7.8. Let v P V sblackpΓq and let Cv  C be the corresponding connected com-












Remark 7.9. We may use hpσq instead of hpσ, 0q, since the definition can be gener-
alized to higher genus g ¡ 0 domain curves. However, we will only be concerned with
genus 0 curves.
7.2.2 Stable Flags
Lemma 7.10. Let pe, vq P F sblackpΓq and ype, vq  Ce X Cv. Let
hsflagppe, vqq  e
T pH0pype, vq, pfæype,vqq
Lqmq.
Then
hsflagppe, vqq  e
T pTpσvXq  wpσvq.
7.2.3 Black Edges
Next we want to work out the contributions of black edges e P EblackpΓq. Here we need
to differentiate between edges e s.t. fpCeqXD4  H and edges e with fpCeqXD4  H.
The first type corresponds to edges e with fpCeq  D2 whereas the second type cor-
responds to edges e with fpCeq  D1 or fpCeq  D3. First, we will apply Example
3.4 to the pullback of line bundles on the torus fixed divisors in F1 as this will yield
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precisely the weight decompositions that we need.
Example 7.11 (Equivariant Chern Character of Pullback of Normal Bundles). Let Σ
be the fan defining the Hirzebruch surface F1 and τ P Σp1q. Fix d P Z¡0 and suppose
that fd : P1 Ñ lτ  P1 is given by rx : ys Ñ rxd : yds. Using notation of 2.3.1,
L1  Nlτ {F1
where L1 is the T -equivariant line bundle on lτ of degree a1. The weights of Tpσ lτ
and Tpσ1 lτ are given by wpτ, σq and wpτ, σq, and the weights of pL1qpσ and pL1qpσ1
by wpτ1, σq and wpτ1, σq  a1wpτ, σq. Consequently the weights at T0P1 and T8P1 are
given by u  wpτ,σq
d
and u. Note that fdL1 has degree da1 and so the weights of
pfdL1q0 and pf

dL1q8 are given by w1  wpτ1, σq and w1  da1u. Using Example 3.4
we find that









w1 iu, a1   0.
Example 7.12 (Equivariant Chern Character of Pullback of Tangent Bundle). Using
the same notation as in Example 7.11, we now want to understand the equivariant
Chern character of fd T lτ . We have that T lτ  OP1p2q and fd T lτ  OP1p2dq. The
weights of T0P1 and T8P1 stay the same, namely u  wpτ,σqd and u. However, the
weights at the fibers pfd T lτ q0 and pf

d T lτ q8 are now simply du and du. Thus we
find that
chT pH0pP1, fd T lτ q H1pP1, fd T lτ qq 
2ḑ
j1





We are now in a position to calculate the contributions of black edges.
Lemma 7.13. Let e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. Then fæCe : Ce  P1 Ñ D2 
P1 is the unique degree ~dpeq map totally ramified over the two fixed points pσ and pσ1,
where we define σ, σ1, τi, τ
1
i , ai as in 2.3.1 for τ  ρ2. Define
hpτ, dq 
eT pH1pP1, pfæCeqpΩF1rmsplogD4pmqq_|lτ qqmq



















1 , a P Z¥0;±a1
j1 pw   juq , a P Z 0.
Proof It is sufficient to note that ΩF1rmsplogDpmqq
_æD2  TF1æD2 and thus we








, wpτi, σq, dai
	
rep-
resents the contribution of the normal bundle ND2{F1 . This follows directly from
Examples 7.11 and 7.12.
Now, we will work out the contribution of black edges e P EblackpΓq, such that
fpCeq XD4  tz3u or fpCeq XD4  tz4u.
Lemma 7.14. Let e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. Then fæCe : Ce  P1 Ñ D1 
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P1 (fæCe : Ce  P1 Ñ D3  P1) is the unique degree ~dpeq map totally ramified over
the two fixed points pσ and pσ1, where we define σ, σ
1, τi, τ
1
i , ai as in 2.3.1 for τ  ρ1
(τ  ρ3). Define
rhpτ, dq  eT pH1pP1, pfæCeqpΩF1rmsplogD4pmqq_ælτ qqmq
eT pH0pP1, pfæCeqpΩF1rmsplogD4pmqq_ælτ qqmq
.
Then,










where bpu,w, aq is defined as in 7.13.
Proof The proof of Lemma 7.14 is very similar to the proof of Lemma 7.13. Recall
that for Lemma 7.13 we had to compute the contributions of the direct sum of the
normal bundle ND2{F1 and the tangent bundle TD2. Now by 7.1 (7.3), we still need
to compute the contribution of the normal bundle ND1{F1 (ND3{F1), but also of the
twisted tangent sheaf TD1pz4q ( TD3pz3q ). The contribution of the normal bundle




This is an easy adaption of Example 7.12. The result follows.
7.2.4 Blue Vertices
Lemma 7.15. Let v P VbluepΓq be a blue vertex with lpvq  i   m. In particular,
v P V 2bluepΓq and let yv denote the corresponding node in the domain curve. Suppose
that fpyvq  z3piq. Then
hbpvq : eT pH0pyv, pfæyvq
Lqmq  eT pTz3piqD4piqq.
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Similarly, if instead fpyvq  z4piq, then
hbpvq : eT pH0pyv, pfæyvq
Lqmq  eT pTz4piqD4piqq.
Proof Lemma 7.15 follows from 7.2 and 7.4.
7.2.5 Blue Edges Type I













where z  z4piq if k  1 and z  z3piq if k  3.
Proof This lemma follows from the fact that TD1piqpz4pi1q  z4piqq  OP1 ,
and thus will not contribute. We only need to compute the contribution of the
normal bundle, which will yield the desired result. A similar argument applies when
fpCeq  D3piq .
7.2.6 Blue Edges Type II
Lastly, we need to compute the contribution of blue edges of Type II. This again will
be an application of Example 3.4, however before we can apply it, we will need to
construct a short exact sequence. Recall that we have a projection map π : F1 Ñ P1,
which contracts the fibers. Corresponding we get a short exact sequence of locally
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free sheaves
0 Ñ Tπ Ñ TF1 Ñ πTP1 Ñ 0,
where TF1 and TP1 are the tangent sheaves of F1 and P1 respectively. The projection π
is a smooth morphism, and Tπ is its relative tangent sheaf. This short exact sequence
fits into a larger commutative diagram with exact rows and columns. This diagram
is given by:
0 0 0
0 OF1 O`2F1 OF1 0
0 OF1pD2q `OF1pD4q
À4
i0OF1pDiq OF1pD1q `OF1pD3q 0
0 Tπ TF1 πTP1 0
0 0 0
Taking a closer look at the columns we notice the following:
1. The restriction of the first column to a fiber π1pbq  P1 is the Euler sequence
on π1pbq.
2. The second column is the analogue of the Euler sequence of P2 of the Hirzebruch
surface F1.
3. The third column is the pullback of the Euler sequence of the base P1 to the
Hirzebruch surface via π.
Using these observations, one can show that
Tπ  OF1pD2  D4q and πTP1  OF1pD1  D3q.
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Combining all of this, we can derive the following short exact sequence of T -equivariant
sheaves:
0 Ñ OF1 Ñ ΩF1plogD2   logD4q_ Ñ OF1pD1  D3q Ñ 0. (7.5)
Note that when we restrict the sheaf ΩF1rmsplogD4pmqq
_ to ∆pDqi  F1, we obtain
the sheaf ΩF1plogD2piq   logD4piqq
_. Let f  fa,b,λ as defined in Section 6.4.2. Pull
back the short exact sequence 7.5 along f , and consider its corresponding long exact
sequence of cohomology, more precisely the moving part under the induced T -action.
0 ÑH0pP1, fOF1qm Ñ H0pP1, fΩF1plogD2   logD4q_qm Ñ
H0pP1, fOF1pD1  D3qqm Ñ H1pP1, fOF1qm Ñ
H1pP1, fΩF1plogD2   logD4q_qm Ñ H1pP1, fOF1pD1  D3qqm Ñ 0.
Note that in fact the moving parts of the cohomology groups H0pP1, fOF1q and
H1pP1, fOF1q are both zero, since fOF1  OP1 . It follows that in order to determine
eT pH0pP1, fΩF1plogD2   logD4q_qmq{eT pH1pP1, fΩF1plogD2   logD4q_qmq
it in fact suffices to determine
eT pH0pP1, fOF1pD1  D3qqmq{eT pH1pP1, fOF1pD1  D3qqmq.
Observe that OF1pD1 D3q  πTP1 . Also, if f̃  π f , then f̃ is given in coordinates
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by rx : ys Ñ rxa : yas. Applying Example 3.4 to f̃TP1 , we easily see that
eT pH0pP1, fΩF1plogD2   logD4q_qmq









Observe that the result is independent of b. The same result applies if f  ga,b,λ.
In particular, we note that it does not matter whether the corresponding blue edge
is a diagonal edge or a half edge. Summarizing the above we obtain the following
contribution for blue edges of Type II:
Lemma 7.17. Let e P Eblue,IIpΓq, then fæCe  fr,s,λ or fæCe  gr,s,λ for some
pr, sq P Z`2¡0 such that pfæCeqrCes  rB   sF . Then
hbr,speq :
eT pH0pP1, pfæCeqΩF1plogD2   logD4q_qmq









As mentioned before, it suffices to consider v P Vred, pΓq. We have the following
contribution.
Lemma 7.18. Let v P Vred, pΓq. Furthermore, let Cv denote the corresponding ir-














where z  z4piq, if k  1, and z  z3piq, if k  3.
Proof This lemma follows from the fact that TD1piqpz4pi1q  z4piqq  OP1 , and
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thus it will not contribute. It follows that we need to purely compute the contribution
of the normal bundle, which will yield the result. A similar argument applies when
fpCeq  D3piq .
Combining all these contributions we obtain Theorem 7.5.
7.3 eT pBm3 q{e
T pBm6 q
Theorem 7.19. The contribution of eT pBm6 q{e
T pBm3 q to e







As mentioned previously this contribution comes from obstructions to smoothing
nodes in the domain mapping to the divisors Dplq  F1rms. For every such divisor,














where nl is the number of nodes over the divisor Dplq. In particular, notice that the
moving part of B3 is trivial, since the weights from the fibers Tqpf
1p∆pDqlqq of the
tangent bundle will cancel out with the corresponding weights of its dual cotangent






l q  H
0pDplq, Llq




where the quotient is governed by the diagonal embedding
H0pDplq, Llq Ñ H
0pDplq, Llq
`nl .
In particular, it suffices to understand
H0pDplq, Llq
m.
In order to do so, we recall that in fact
H0pDplq, Llq  pLlqfpqiq  pTq1iĈ b Tq2i Ĉq
νi , (7.6)
for any choice of qi P f
1pDplqq  tq1, ...., qnlu.
Lemma 7.20. Let l P t0, ...,m  1u. Let Bl  tv P VbluepΓq|~lpvq  lu and bl  |Bl|.
Define
sdplq : eT pH0pDplq, Llq
`nl1q,
and
rsdplq : eT pH0pDplq, Llqq.
Then sdplq  rsdplqnl1. If bl ¤ 1, then
sdplq  rsdplq  1.
If bl ¡ 1, then
rsdplq  νi  peT pTq1iĈ b Tq2i Ĉqq.
Proof This lemma follows from 7.6.
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This chapter is concerned with the integrands that arise in the localization compu-
tation. We will need to be able to integrate ordinary psi classes and also target psi
classes. As far as the author is aware the integration of ordinary psi classes can be
traced back to [10], and we will merely state the results. The integration of target
psi classes arising in our computation can be related to double Hurwitz numbers by
[13], and thus we can use Burnside’s formula to evaluate the integrands.
8.1 Integration of Psi Classes
Lemma 8.1. [10] Let M0,n be the moduli space of at-most-nodal genus 0 curves with
n marked points. Let ψ1, ..., ψn denote its psi classes. Then
»
M0,n




pd1q!    pdnq!




Let X be a Riemann surface of genus h, and ν1, ..., νn be n partitions of d P Z¥0.
Define HXd pν1, ..., νnq
 to be the number of connected genus 0 Hurwitz covers of X
with ramification profile pν1, ..., νnq over branch points pp1, ..., pnq. The count of a
cover is weighted by the size of its automorphism group.
We can specialize this definition to describe the double Hurwitz numbers of P1. Let
C Ñ P1 be a degree d connected genus 0 cover with ramification type µ , µ at two
specified points p0 and p1, and additionally ramified at r  2   lpµ
 q   lpµq
points with ramification profile ηi  p2, 1
d2q for i P t1, ..., ru. In particular, r
is chosen so that this cover satisfies the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. Denote by
H0 pµ
 , µq  HP
1
d pµ
 , µ, η1, ..., ηrq
 the weighted count of such covers. These num-
bers can be determined using Burnside’s Formula.
8.3 Burnside’s Formula
Hurwitz numbers can be computed using Burnside’s Formula, refer to [4] for more
details. Recall that for a partition λ there exists a corresponding irreducible repre-
sentation Rλ, and thus also a character χλ. Furthermore, every partition ν gives rise
to a conjugacy class Cν of the symmetric group Sn. Burnside’s formula states that
HP
1













The above expression can be computed using both the Frobenius formula, which we
use to evaluate the characters of irreducible representations at a given conjugacy
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class, and also the hook length formula, which determines the dimensions of the
representations. This is a feasible approach for low degrees d.
8.4 Relation of Target Psi Classes to Double Hur-
witz Numbers
Proposition 5.5. in [13] states, that we can relate integrals of target psi classes to






c1pTP1q   p1  3q   plpµ q  dq   plpµq  dq  1  3   lpµ q   lpµq








p2   lpµ q   lpµqq!
.
8.5 Integration of Target Psi Class Integrals
The remainder of this section contains the results of integrating the target psi classes
using the above formulae when d P t2, 3, 4u. Details have been omitted for brevity.
These integrals are a complete set of those arising in our computations.
1. d  2
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2. d  3








3. d  4




















This final chapter contains the explicit computations for β  3F   B, β  4F   B
and also β  4F   2B.
9.1 Formulae
The following formulae derived in Chapter 7 will be used for all 3 computations when














































































If certain products are not computed, then they simply do not contribute. For terms
involving integration of psi and target psi classes, we use the the results from Chapter
8. As mentioned before, every graph ~Γ corresponds to a moduli space F~Γ, however the
position of marked points matters, since the marked points are ordered and automor-
phisms must fix them. Thus every graph may contribute with a higher multiplicity,
depending on the number of choices of placing the marked points at the vertices. If
we don’t mention the multiplicity, it will simply be 1.
Notation 9.1. For simplicity we denote
M0,0pP1, drP1s;µ, νq :M0,0pP1; 0,8|drP1s;µ, νq
in what follows.
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9.2 Computation β = 3F + B
This section contains the computation of the relative Gromov–Witten invariants for
β  3F  B.
9.2.1 Admissible Target Graphs













































































Figure 9.5: Target Graph 5
9.2.2 Computation
Now that we found all admissible target graphs, it remains to find the domain curves
that map to each individual one, and compute the contribution of every fixed locus.
1. Graph 1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 1










(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
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i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
blue,0pΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX

































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21














(c) The insertions are chosen to yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
3.












Using this we calculate the contribution of FΓ1 to be:
g1 
9t32
2pt2  2t1qpt1   t2q2
.
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2. Graph 2: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.2.
v1 v2 v3











(a) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is te2, e3u. We compute
the individual terms of the product.
rhpτe2 , de2q   1t1pt1   t2q
rhpτe3 , de3q  2t1pt1   t2q2





























(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
blue,0pΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2blue s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e



























t1   t2   ψrv4,v6

1





 t1  t2  ψ
t.





(e) The insertions are chosen to yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
3.










pt1   t2   ψtq2



















3. Graph 3: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.2.
v1 v2 v3











(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
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t1   t2   2ψrv4,v6

1
t1   t2   ψrv5,v6
.
(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is equivalent to the compu-








(c) Once again, the computation of eT pBm3 q{e
T pBm6 q is equivalent to the com-
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putation for graph Γ2 and thus:
eT pBm3 q
eT pBm6 q
 t1  t2  ψ
t.
(d) Insertions are chosen to yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
3.


















pt1   t2   ψtq2










The total contribution of FΓ3 is given by
g3 
4t32
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q2
.
4. Graph 4: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.2.
v1 v2 v3 v4











(a) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q: We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓ4q This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓ4q s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te2, e3, e4u. Note that
in fact rhpτe2 , de2q  rhpτe3 , de3q  rhpτe4 , de4q, and thus it suffices to
compute one of them:





























(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2.
(d) The insertions are chosen to yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
3.























t1  t2  ψt

3











5. Graph 5: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 4
specified in 9.4.
v1 v2
(v3, 1) (v4, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q







(a) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:














rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q



































(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






























(c) Note that only red vertices give rise to a rubber moduli space, and thus to
psi classes. So that
eT pBm6 q
eT pBm3 q
 pt1  t2q  p2t1  ψ
tq.
(d) The insertion are chosen to yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
3.
(e) This graph does not have any automorphisms.










ii. There exists an equivalence of psi - classes, in particular






















6. Graph 6: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 3














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX

































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:















rhpτe, deq  2
t1t22
























(c) Note that eT pBm6 q{e
T pBm3 q does not contribute, since there is a single node
over D4.

















7. Graph 7.1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
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i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1
















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:











iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. Note that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q
and so it suffices to compute rhpρ1, 1q:







rhpτe, deq  1
pt1t2q2
.











vi. e P EbluepΓq s.t. fprCesq  rB   sF : This set is te3u. In particular in
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(c) Note that eT pBm6 q{e
T pBm3 q only has a contribution from nodes mapping to
D4p0q , since there is only a single node over D4p1q . Thus we find that
eT pBm6 q
eT pBm3 q
 t2  ψ
t
3.
(d) The insertions are chosen to yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
3.
(e) We have to evaluate the following integrals:
i. We have an equivalence class of psi classes:



































8. Graph 7.2: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:










ii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:










iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. Note that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q
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and so it suffices to compute rhpρ1, 1q:







rhpτe, deq  1
pt1t2q2




























(c) Note that eT pBm6 q{e
T pBm3 q only has a contribution from nodes mapping to
D4p0q , since there is only a single node over D4p1q . Thus we find that
eT pBm6 q
eT pBm3 q
 t2  ψ
t.



































Adding all contributions together accordingly, we obtain:
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g1   g2   g3   g4   g5   g6   g7.1   3g7.2  1.
9.3 Computation β = 4F + B
This section contains the computation of the relative Gromov-Witten invariants for
β  4F  B.
9.3.1 Admissible Target Graphs


















































































































































Figure 9.21: Target Graph 8
9.3.2 Computation
Now that we have found all admissible target graphs, we will find the corresponding
domain curves for each and compute the contribution to the count.
1. Graph 1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 1












(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX

































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
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i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q














hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   32
3t1pt1   t2q4








(c) Note that eT pBm6 q{e
T pBm3 q does not contribute.
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(d) Insertions are chosen to yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.


















pt1   t2q3pt2  3t1q
.
2. Graph 2.1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
2 specified in Figure 9.15.
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v1 v2 v3












(a) eT pBm5 {e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. This set is te2, e3u. We have:
rhpτe2 , 3q   92t1pt1   t2q3 ,





rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4






















(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e















t1  t2  ψrv5,v6











t1   t2   3ψrv4,v6

1






 pt1  t2  ψ
tq.
(d) The insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely :
3ψrv4,v6  ψv5,v6  ψ
t.






pt1  t2  ψtq2
























pt1   t2q3pt2  2t1q
.
3. Graph 2.2: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
2 specified in Figure 9.15.
v1 v2 v3












(a) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4




















(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
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i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





























t1   t2   2ψrv4,v6

1






 t1  t2  ψ
t.
(d) The insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:




























Thus the total contribution of F2.2 is given by
g2.2  
4t42
pt1   t2q3pt2  t1q
.
4. Graph 2.3: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
2 specified in Figure 9.15.
v1 v2 v3












(a) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q of graph Γ2.3 is the same as










(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1










ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e



























t1   t2   ψrv4,v6

1





 t1  t2  ψ
t.
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6. The insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.
7. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:
































9. Graph 3.1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
2 specified in Figure 9.15.
134
v1 v2 v3 v4












(a) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. This set is te2, e3, e4u. Note that
rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpτe4 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q,
and
rhpτe2 , 2q  rhpρ3, 2q.
Both of these we have previously calculated:
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q































(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e











































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2.
(d) The contribution of the insertions is given by
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) The automorphism group has contributions from
i. e2 which has degree 2,
ii. swapping the edges e3 and e4.
Thus automorphisms contribute a factor of
1
4
to the final product.
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(f) Furthermore, we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely






















Thus the total contribution to F3.1 is given by
g3.1 
8t42
pt1   t2q3pt2  t1q
.
10. Graph 3.2: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
2 specified in Figure 9.15.
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v1 v2 v3 v4












(a) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same for both graphs








(b) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1










ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2.
(d) The contribution of the insertions is given by
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) The automorphism group only has contributions from the degree of e4, and
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(f) We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  ψrv5,v8  ψv6,v8  2ψv7,v8 .





pt1   t2   ψtq3

















11. Graph 4: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.15.
142
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5












(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
3
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



















iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
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t1  t2  ψrvi,v10














t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2pΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is te2, e3, e4, e5u. Note
however that





rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3.
(d) The insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) It remains to evaluate some integrals:






































12. Graph 5: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 3














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:














rhpτe, deq  9
2t1t32
























(c) Note that eT pBm6 q{e
T pBm3 q does not contribute since there is only a single
node over D4.
(d) The insertions contribute
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) Only the edge e1 is contributing to the automorphisms. It has degree 3,




















13. Graph 6.1.1 : The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
149
4 specified in Figure 9.17.
v1 v2















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1

















iii. v P V 2blue and |EvXEredpΓq|  1 s.t. e
































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:










iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeqXD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. We have already
calculated
rhpτe1 , 2q  rhpρ1, 2q  2t1t22
and also













































 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
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all since there is only a single node lying above it.
(d) The insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.


















 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t























14. Graph 6.1.2: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
4 specified in Figure 9.17.
v1 v2















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1



















iii. v P V 2blue s.t. |EvXEredpΓq|  1 and e
































(b) Note that despite the fact that v1 and v2 have switched roles, the compu-
tation for eT pBm5 q{e












 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.
(d) The insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.



































15. Graphs 6.2.1 : This graph will contribute 4 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph will map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.17.
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v1 v2















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V 2blue s.t. |EvXEredpΓq|  1 and e

































(b) Note that the calculation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q agrees with the calculation
for graph Γ6.11, since tv1u is still stable, but v2 is now in V
1,1
black rather than












 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.
(d) The insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.



































16. Graph 6.2.2: This graph will contribute 4 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph will map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.17.
v1 v2















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
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ii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

































(b) Observe that the only difference between graph Γ6.2.2 and graph Γ6.1.2, is
that v2 P V
1,1
blackpΓq rather than in V
1
blackpΓq. This does not change the
computation of eT pBm5 q{e



















































17. Graph 6.3: This graph will contribute 6 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph will map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.17.
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v1 v2














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:












ii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:













iii. e P EblackpΓq s. tfpCeqXD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. We have already
calculated
rhpτe1 , 2q  rhpρ1, 2q  2t1t22
and also












































 t2  ψ
t.














































18. Graph 7.1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
4 specified in Figure 9.17.
165
v1 v3v2















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1


















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
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(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:










iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u and in fact
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2










































 pt2  ψ
tq2
since there are 3 nodes lying over D4p0q but only a single node over D4p1q ,
so that the smoothing of the latter does not contribute.
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(d) Insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) Automorphisms contribute a factor of
1
2
since we can swap edges e2 and e3.










































19. Graph 7.2: This graph will contribute 4 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph will map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.17.
v1 v3v2















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1
















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
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(b) Note that the difference between graph Γ7.1 and Γ7.2 is simply that v2 P
V 1,1blackpΓq, rather than in V
1
blackpΓq. However, this does not affect the com-
putation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt2  ψ
tq2
since there are 3 nodes lying over D4p0q but only a single node over D4p1q ,
so that the smoothing of the latter does not contribute.
(d) Insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) There are no automorphisms.





































20. Graph 7.3: This graph will contribute 3 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph will map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.17.
v1 v3v2














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1



















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is

































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:

















iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u and in fact
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2





















vi. e P EbluepΓq s.t. fprCesq  rB   sF : This set is te4u and r  1 and






















 pt2  ψ
tq2.
since there are 3 nodes lying over D4p0q , but only a single node over D4p1q ,
so that the smoothing of the latter does not contribute.
(d) Insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.
(e) There are no automorphisms.









































21. Graph 7.4: This graph will contribute 6 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph will map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.17.
v1 v3v2













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
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ii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is










































 pt2  ψ
tq2
since there are 3 nodes lying over D4p0q but only a single node over D4p1q ,
so that the smoothing of the latter does not contribute.




(e) There are no automorphisms.































22. Graph 8: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph 5
specified in Figure 9.18.
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v1 v2
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q







(a) eT pBm1 {e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






























(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:










iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeqXD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. We have already
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computed





















vi. e P EbluepΓq s.t. fprCesq  rB   sF : This set is te3u. In this case




























 p2t1  t2q  p3t1  ψ
tq.
(d) The insertions contribute
t1pt1t2q
4.













ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:
























23. Graph 9.1: This graph will contribute only once. The curves corresponding to
this graph will map to Target Graph 6 specified in Figure 9.19.
v1 v2
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
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i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






























(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
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iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeqXD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. We have already
computed:





















































(e) Both e2 and e4 contribute a factor of
1
2
to the automorphisms, thus we
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ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:
ψt  2ψrv5,v9  ψ
r
v6,v9














Thus we find that the total contribution of F9.1 is given by
g9.1  
t21
pt1  t2qpt1   t2q
.
24. Graph 9.2: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
6 specified in Figure 9.19.
187
v1 v2 v3
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





















iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:










iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
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We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q

















































 pt1  t2q
2p2t1  ψ
tq2.
(d) Note that we can swap the following pairs of edges/vertices:
i. e2 and e3 ,
ii. e5 and e6.
However, once we swap e2 and e3, we are forced to also swap e5 and e6, so












































25. Graph 10.1.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 7
specified in Figure 9.20.
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v1 v2 v3
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t2pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is













































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:











iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and


















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ





(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:















 pt2  ψ
tq2
 2.





26. Graph 10.1.2: This graph will contribute 4 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph map to Target Graph 7 specified in Figure 9.20.
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v1 v2 v3
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
















































(b) Observe that the only difference between graph Γ10.1.2 and graph Γ10.1.1 is
that v2 P V
s
blackpΓq and v2 P V
1
blackpΓq respectively. This does not change
the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.

































 pt2  ψ
tq2
 2





27. Graph 10.1.3: This graph will contribute 3 times. The curves corresponding to
this graph map to Target Graph 7 specified in Figure 9.20.
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v1 v2 v3
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is














































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:

















iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















































(c) Insertions yield a contribution of
t1pt1t2q
4.




 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ
tq  p3t1  ψ
tq.






















































(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2blue s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq:















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:











iii. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















v. v P VbluepΓq s.t. lpvq   m:

































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ





(e) We can swap edges e2 and e3. Additionally we have a fully ramified degree




















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:

















iii. There is another equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6
















Combining all of these contributions we calculate the final count for β  4F  B.
g1   g2.1   g2.2   g2.3   g3.1   g3.2   g4   g5
  g6.1.1   g6.1.2   4  g6.2.1   4  g6.2.2   6  g6.3   g7.1   4  g7.2   3  g7.3   6  g7.4
  g8   g9.1   g9.2   g10.1.1   4  g10.1.2   3  g10.1.3   g10.2
 1
9.4 Computation β = 4F + 2B
This section contains the computation of the relative Gromov-Witten invariants for
β  4F   2B.
9.4.1 Admissible Target Graphs




































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 9.63: Target Graph 18
9.4.2 Computation
Now that we have found admissible target graphs, we will find the corresponding
domain curves for each and compute the contribution to the count.














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:








































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:








ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q








iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeqXD4  H: This set is te2u. We have computed































































2. Graph 2.1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
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i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv2, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq





































































3. Graph 2.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:

































(b) The computation of eT pBm5 q{e





















































4. Graph 2.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:



































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
231









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq












































































5. Graph 3.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 1

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
234









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q





































































6. Graph 3.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 1

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q = We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX







































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - we have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q

























































Thus, the total contribution of F3.2 is given by
g3.2 
256t52
3pt2  3t1qt21pt1   t2q
2
.
7. Graph 4.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2
v3














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
239

























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e


































pt1   t2q  ψtv5,v6
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
240






















rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4























 t1  t2  ψ
t.




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely























p2t2  t1qt1pt1   t2q3
.
8. Graph 4.2: The curves corresponding to the graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2
v3















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
243





















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































pt1   t2q  ψrv5,v6
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
















rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4






















 t1  t2  ψ
t.





















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely







































9. Graph 5.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
246



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1



























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































pt1   t2q  ψrv5,v6
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q













rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4






















 t1  t2  ψ
t.






















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely






































10. Graph 5.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX

























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e



































pt1   t2q  ψrv5,v6
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q























rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4





















 t1  t2  ψ
t.





















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely






















11. Graph 6.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe4,v4q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q








iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v4u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4























 t1  t2  ψ
t.




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7














Thus, the total contribution of F6.1 is given by
g6.1  27
t42
2pt2  2t1qpt1   t2q3
.
12. Graph 6.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
259































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
260
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv4u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q


















rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4























 t1  t2  ψ
t.






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely






















13. Graph 6.3: This graph will contribute 4 times times. The curves corresponding




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
263




























t1   t2  ψpe4,v4q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
.
(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 t1  t2  ψ
t.




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely


















The total contribution of F6.3 is given by
g6.3  
27t42
2pt2  2t1qpt1   t2q3
.
14. Graph 6.4: This graph will contribute 4 times. The curves corresponding to




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
266































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 t1  t2  ψ
t.






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely






















15. Graph 6.5: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
269




























t1   t2  ψpe4,v4q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































t1   t2  ψpe4,v4q
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
270
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q









iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v4u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
















rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4























 t1  t2  ψ
t.





































iv. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7













Thus the contribution of F6.5 is given by
g6.5  27
t42
2pt2  2t1qpt1   t2q3
.
16. Graph 6.6: This graph will contribute 6 times. The curves corresponding to




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






























t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q

1±2










(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv4u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q









iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq

















rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4






















 t1  t2  ψ
t.
276






































iv. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7



















17. Graph 6.7: This graph will contribute 4 times. The curves corresponding to the


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe4,v4q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q








iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv2, v4u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4























 t1  t2  ψ
t.




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7



















pt2  2t1qpt1   t2q
.
18. Graph 6.8: This graph will contribute 4 times. Curves corresponding to this



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q will yield the same result











 t1  t2  ψ
t.
283






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely






















19. Graph 6.9: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX






























t1   t2  ψpe4,v4q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 t1  t2  ψ
t.
286




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7


















pt2  2t1qpt1   t2q3
.
287
20. Graph 6.10: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































t1  t2  ψpe4,v6q
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 t1  t2  ψ
t.
289






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7





















21. Graph 7.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q


















iii. v P V
p
blueΓq s.t. |EvXEredpΓq|  1 and e



































t1  t2  ψrv6,v7
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q












rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4
























 t1  t2  ψ
t.


































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7



















22. Graph 7.2: The curves corresponding to the graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
































t1  t2  ψrpv6,v7q
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q


























rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4






















 t1  t2  ψ
t.
297




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7



















23. Graph 7.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2blue s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e































t1  t2  ψrv6,v7
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e






























ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv5,v7  ψ
r
v6,v7













Thus, the total contribution of F7.3 is
g7.3  108
t52
t1pt1   t2q3pt2  2t1q
.
24. Graph 8.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
301
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1


























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:










ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4























 t1  t2  ψ
t































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  ψrv5,v7  3ψ
r
v6,v7




















25. Graph 8.2: The curves corresponding to the graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
305























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
































t1  t2  ψrv5,v7
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
306

























rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4























 t1  t2  ψ
t.




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
























26. Graph 8.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
309























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
































t1  t2  ψrv5,v7
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 t1  t2  ψ
t.




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely
ψt  ψrv5,v7  3ψ
r
v6,v7



















27. Graph 9.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2
v3














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX

























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q






















rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4






















 t1  t2  ψ
t.











































28. Graph 9.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q












rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4
























 t1  t2  ψ
t


























































29. Graph 10.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e













































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q








iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v4u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4

























 t1  t2  ψ
t.














































Thus the total contribution of F10.1 is given by
g10.1  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.c
30. Graph 10.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e













































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 t1  t2  ψ
t














































Thus the total contribution of F10.2 is given by
g10.2  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
31. Graph 10.3: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
326


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q









iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v4u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq

















rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4
























 t1  t2  ψ
t























































Thus the total contribution of F10.3 is given by
g10.3  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
32. Graph 10.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
331































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q will yield the same result
332











 t1  t2  ψ
t














































Thus, the total contribution of F10.4 is
g10.4  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
33. Graph 10.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
334































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q will yield the same result
335











 t1  t2  ψ
t














































Thus, the total contribution of F10.5 is given by
g10.5  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
34. Graph 11.1: The curves corresponding to the graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq















rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4
























 t1  t2  ψ
t























































35. Graph 11.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
340




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q


























rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4

























 t1  t2  ψ
t










































36. Graph 11.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is exactly the same as that











 t1  t2  ψ
t





































Thus, the total contribution of F11.3 is given by
g11.3  64
t52
t1pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
37. Graph 12.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
347
v1 v2 v3 v4













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2





















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e



















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




rhpτe, deq  2
t41
pt1   2t2q
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. This set is te2, e3, e4u. Note that
rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpτe4 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q,
and
rhpτe2 , 2q  rhpρ3, 2q.
349
Both of these we have previously calculated:
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q
































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
350
(d) Edges e1 and e2 both contribute a factor of 1{2 to the automorphisms. We



































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely




















38. Graph 12.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2 v3 v4













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
352

























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
353














rhpτe, deq  2
t41
pt1   2t2q
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. This set is te2, e3, 34u. Note that
rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpτe4 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q,
and
rhpτe2 , 2q  rhpρ3, 2q.
Both of these we have previously calculated:
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q

































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
(d) Edges e1 and e2 both contribute a factor of 1{2 to the automorphisms. So




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















39. Graph 13.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
356
v1 v2 v3 v4













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1




























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































t1  t2  ψrv5,v8

1
t1  t2  ψrv7,v8
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q








iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. This set is te2, e3, e4u. Note that
rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpτe4 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q,
and































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
359
(d) Edges e1 and e3 both contribute a factor of 1{2 to the automorphisms.
































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely





















40. Graph 13.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in 9.47.
v1 v2 v3 v4













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX

























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e















t1  t2  ψrv5,v8

1
























(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















rhpτe, deq  2
t41
pt1   2t2q
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H. This set is te2, e3, e4u. Note that
rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpτe4 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q,
and





























(c) Edges e1 and e3 both contribute a factor of 1{2 to the automorphisms.



















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















41. Graph 13.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2 v3 v4













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
365

























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e















t1  t2  ψrv5,v8

1

























(b) The computation of eT pBm5 q{e










(c) Edges e1 and e3 both contribute a factor of 1{2 to the automorphisms.




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















42. Graph 14.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iv. v P VbluepΓq
2 s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:






wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q








iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















43. Graph 14.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
372































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as the compu-
373











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















44. Graph 14.3: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
375
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q









iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v10, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq

















rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2







































iv. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















45. Graph 14.10: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q will yield the same result











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
381






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















46. Graph 14.11: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Garph 2






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
















































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
384






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















47. Graph 14.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e













































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q








iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely














Thus, the total contribution of F14.4 is given by
g14.4  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
48. Graph 14.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e






























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely














Thus, the total contribution of F14.5 is given by
g14.5  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
49. Graph 14.6: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
393
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX






























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q









iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v10, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq

















rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2





































iv. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely













Thus, the total contribution of F14.6 is given by
g14.6  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
50. Graph 14.12: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
399




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely













Thus the total contribution of F14.12 is given by
g14.12  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
400
51. Graph 14.13: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e











































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
402




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely













Thus, the total contribution of F14.13 is given by
g14.13  16
t42
pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
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52. Graph 14.7: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:





























rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2

















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
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53. Graph 14.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2


















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
54. Graph 14.9: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e












































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



































rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
413

























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
414
55. Graph 14.14: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































(b) Note that the computation of eT pB5q{e
T pBm2 q yields the same result as











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2


















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















pt1   t2q3pt2  t1q
.
56. Graph 14.15: The curves corresponding to the graph map to Target Graph 2






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q will yield the same result











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
419

















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















pt2  t1qpt1   t2q3
.
57. Graph 15.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
1±6










(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
422







iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















58. Graph 15.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























This graph should give the same contribution as Γ15.1 according to the compu-






59. Graph 15.3: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this























This graph should give the same contribution as Γ15.1 according to the compu-





60. Graph 15.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
428







iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















61. Graph 15.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this






















This graph should give the same contribution as Γ15.4 by the computation of






62. Graph 15.7: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e








































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:





























rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2

















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely




















63. Graph 15.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























This graph should give the same contribution as Γ15.7 by the computation of







64. Graph 15.9: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this
























This graph should give the same contribution as Γ15.7 by the computation of







65. Graph 16.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2




















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e























  t1pt1   t2q
2 
1±7





















(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q












rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
(d) Edge e2 contributes to the automorphisms and additionally we can swap

































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















66. Graph 16.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e












































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q


























rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
(d) Edge e2 contributes to the automorphisms and additionally we can swap



















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely














Thus, the total contribution of F16.2 is given by
g16.2 
64t52
pt2  t1qt21pt1   t2q
2
.
67. Graph 16.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
446


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely













Thus the total contribution of F16.3 is given by
g16.3  
128t52
pt2  t1qt1pt1   t2q3
.
448
68. Graph 17.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1
























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
















































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
.
(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















69. Graph 17.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1










ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e











































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
453



















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















70. Graph 17.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e












































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as for graph











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
456



















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















71. Graph 17.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
























(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e













































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
459




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely


















72. Graph 18.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified by Figure 9.47.
460
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
3


















t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
461





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q

1±9





(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q













rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3
(d) We can swap edges e3, e4 and e5. Additionally e1 contributes to automor-







































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10

















73. Graph 18.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified by Figure 9.47.
464
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q























rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3
(d) We can swap edges e4 and e5, and further e1 contributes to automorphisms,
467

























ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10














74. Graph 19.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified by Figure 9.47.
468
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5
v12














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
3

















t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
469
































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q












rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3



































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10

















75. Graph 19.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified by Figure 9.47.
472
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5
v12














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


























t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q


























rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4






















 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3
475




















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10














76. Graph 19.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified by Figure 9.47.
476
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5
v12













(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
3
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





























t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3





















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10

















77. Graph 20.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q








iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10















78. Graph 20.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 2 specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2
v3 v4 v5v12















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
484




























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10


















79. Graph 20.3: This graph continues 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 2 specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2
v3 v4 v5v12















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
487
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is



































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
488
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv3u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q









iii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v12, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
















rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3





































iv. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10














80. Graph 20.7: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q yields the same result as











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3
493




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10















81. Graph 20.8: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
v1 v2
v3 v4 v5v12
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q yields the same result as











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3
496




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10















82. Graph 20.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified by Figure 9.47.
v1 v2
v3 v4 v5v12















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is

























t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:





























rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3














ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10















83. Graph 20.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is

























t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3















ii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10
















84. Graph 20.6: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is




























t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:




































rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10
















85. Graph 21: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 3


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX











































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
509


















hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq  9
2t1t32























(c) Note that eT pBm6 q{e
T pBm3 q does not contribute since there is a single node
lying over D4.


































86. Graph 45.1: The curves corresponding to this graph will map to Target Graph





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































t1  t2  ψrv5,v6
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q












rhpτe, deq  9
2t21pt1   t2q
4









































ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv4,v6  ψ
r
v5,v6































87. Graph 45.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:

















ii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































t1  t2  ψrv5,v6
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e































ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv4,v6  ψ
r
v5,v6
































88. Graph 45.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:





















ii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e











































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v8u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq





































































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv4,v6  ψ
r
v5,v6
































89. Graph 45.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q

















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































t1  t2  ψrv5,v6
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for






























ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  3ψrv4,v6  ψ
r
v5,v6



































90. Graph 45.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this





























91. Graph 45.6: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this






























92. Graph 46.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1





















t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e




































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for






























ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv4,v6  3ψ
r
v5,v6






























93. Graph 46.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this





















Experience has shown that the difference in computation of graph Γ46.2 still






94. Graph 46.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this





















Experience has shown that the difference in computation of graph Γ46.2 still






95. Graph 46.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for






























ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv4,v6  3ψ
r
v5,v6





























96. Graph 46.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this



























97. Graph 46.6: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this




























98. Graph 47.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q












rhpτe, deq  4
t21pt1   t2q
4























































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  2ψrv4,v6  2ψ
r
v5,v6














99. Graph 47.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this


























100. Graph 47.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this


























101. Graph 47.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1


























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e














































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  2ψrv4,v6  2ψ
r
v5,v6















102. Graph 47.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this


























103. Graph 47.6: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this




























104. Graph 48.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2

















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e














































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
549







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u .
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq   2
t31pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2
(d) Edge e2 contributes to the automorphisms and we can swap edges e3 and































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely




















105. Graph 48.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
























106. Graph 48.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this


























107. Graph 48.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q

















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e













































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2






























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















108. Graph 48.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























109. Graph 48.6 This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this

























110. Graph 49.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1
























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e













































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
.
(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2





























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely




















111. Graph 49.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
























112. Graph 49.3. This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this


























113. Graph 49.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e












































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for
562











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















114. Graph 49.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























115. Graph 49.6: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this

























116. Graph 49.7: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q














t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
.
(b) The computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2




























iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely



















117. Graph 49.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this























118. Graph 49.9: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this

























119. Graph 50.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2
specified in Figure 9.47.
v1
v12
v2 v3 v4 v5
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
3

















t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
570







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q











rhpτe, deq  1
t41pt1   t2q
4























 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3




































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10















120. Graph 50.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 2 specified in Figure 9.47.
v1
v12
v2 v3 v4 v5





















121. Graph 50.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 2 specified in Figure 9.47.
v1
v12
v2 v3 v4 v5





















122. Graph 50.4: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 2




v2 v3 v4 v5















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2

















t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
575
































t1  t2  ψrvi,v10
.
(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq3
































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv6,v10  ψ
r
v7,v10
 ψrv8,v10  ψ
r
v9,v10














123. Graph 50.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this




v2 v3 v4 v5



















124. Graph 50.6: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 2 specified in Figure 9.47.
v1
v12
v2 v3 v4 v5





















125. Graph 22.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 4
specified by Figure 9.49.
v1 v2 v8
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeqXD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. We have already
calculated
rhpτe1 , 2q  rhpρ1, 2q  2t1t22
and also













































 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.
























 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t

















126. Graph 22.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
583
v1 v2 v8















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:

















ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e










































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:




















hpτe, deq  
1
t21











































 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.
























 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t




























127. Graph 22.3: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified by Figure 9.49.
587
v1 v2 v8















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:

















ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e










































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 t2  ψ
t.
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.
























 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t































128. Graph 22.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
590
v1 v2 v8
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:












ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e





































(b) eT pBm5 q{e






















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeqXD4  H: This set is te1, e2u. We have already
calculated
rhpτe1 , 2q  rhpρ1, 2q  2t1t22
and also













































 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
593
all since there is only a single node lying above it.








(f) Note that we have integrate the following to expressions:




 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t

































129. Graph 22.5: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 4
594
specified in Figure 9.49.
v1 v2 v8

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1





















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e








































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.









(f) Note that we have to integrate the following to expressions:




 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t



































130. Graph 23.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 4
specified in Figure 9.49.
597
v1 v2 v8
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e





































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q should agree with the computation of graphs












 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.






















 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t

















131. Graph 23.2 : This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
600
v1 v2 v8















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:

















ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e










































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q should agree with the computation of graphs












 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.






















 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t






























132. Graph 23.3: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
603
v1 v2 v8















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:

















ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e










































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q should agree with the computation of graphs












 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.






















 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t




























Thus, the total contribution of F23.3 is given by
g23.3  4
pt1   t2qp2t1   t2q
t22
.
133. Graph 23.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified by Figure 9.49.
606
v1 v2 v8
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:














ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e







































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q should agree with the computation of graphs












 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.








(f) Note that we have to integrate the following two expressions:




 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t
608




























Thus, the total contribution of F23.4 is given by
g23.4  4




134. Graph 23.5: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 4
specified in Figure 9.49.
v1 v2 v8

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
609
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1





















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e






































(b) Note that eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q should agree with the computation of graphs













 t2  ψ
t
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.








(f) Note that we have to integrate the following two expressions:




 3ψrv6,v5  ψ
t





























Thus, the total contribution of F23.5 is given by
g23.5  4






135. Graph 24.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 4
specified by Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
612























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21








































 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.




(e) There are no automorphisms.










































136. Graph 24.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified by Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
616























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is



































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 pt2  ψ
tq2
617
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.




(e) There are no automorphisms.









































137. Graph 24.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this
618
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
619






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
























hpτe, deq  
1
t21








































 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.




(e) There are no automorphisms.

















































138. Graph 24.4: This graph contributes 12 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10














(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
623















ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:





















hpτe, deq  
1
t21








































 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.




(e) There are no automorphisms.















































Thus the total contribution of F24.4 is given by
g24.4 
pt1   t2qp3t1  t2q
t22
.
139. Graph 24.5: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified by Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
627
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is






































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e














 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.




(e) There are no automorphisms.
















































Thus the total contribution of F24.5 is given by
g24.5 
pt1   t2qp3t1  t2q
t22
.
140. Graph 24.6: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
630
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is






































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e














 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.




(e) There are no automorphisms.
























































141. Graph 24.7: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
633












ii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21








































 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.




(e) There are no automorphisms.
















































142. Graph 24.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 4 specified in Figure 9.49.
v1 v3v2 v10
















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1




















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is



































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e













 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.
638




(e) There are no automorphisms.


















































143. Graph 24.9: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 4
specified by Figure 9.49.
639
v1 v3v2 v10

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1





















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq and |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 s.t. e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
640



































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 pt2  ψ
tq2
and in particular the smoothing of the divisor D4p1q does not contribute at
all since there is only a single node lying above it.



























































144. Graph 25.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 5
specified in Figure 9.50.
642
v1 v2v8
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q
pe5, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e



































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21









































































ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:
























145. Graph 25.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 5
specified in Figure 9.50.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q
pe5, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
647
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1











 t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e




































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e








































ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























146. Graph 26.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 5
specified in Figure 9.50.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q
pe5, 1q









(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX






























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21
















































































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























147. Graph 26.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 5 specified in Figure 9.50.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q
pe5, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |EvXEredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e














































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:






















148. Graph 26.3: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
657
graph map to Target Graph 5 specified in Figure 9.50.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q
pe5, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v8, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq




































































































iv. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























149. Graph 26.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 5 specified in Figure 9.50.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q
pe5, 1q







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
662





























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e




































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
663







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv8, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21














































































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:






















150. Graph 26.5: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 5
specified in Figure 9.50.
666
v1 v2v8
(v3, 2) (v4, 1)






pe1, 2q pe2, 1q
pe5, 1q







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX






























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e




































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























151. Graph 27: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 6
specified in Figure 9.51.
v1 v2
(v3, 1) (v4, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:















rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q

















































(e) We pick up a factor of
1
2
from the blue edge.









ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:
ψt  3ψrv5,v9  ψ
r
v6,v9



















152. Graph 28.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 7
specified in Figure 9.52.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q
pe3, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
674































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
675







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   2
t21t2pt1   t2q
2






































































iii. We have an equivalence of psi class, namely:

















Thus, the total contribution of F28.1 is given by
g28.1  4
t21
pt1  t2qpt1   t2q
.
153. Graph 28.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 7 specified in Figure 9.52.
678
v1 v2v8
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q
pe3, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:

















Thus, the total contribution of F28.2 is given by
g28.2  4
t1t2
pt1  t2qpt1   t2q
.
154. Graph 28.3: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 7 specified in Figure 9.52.
681
v1 v2v8
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q
pe3, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v8u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq

















rhpτe, deq   2
t21t2pt1   t2q
2













































































iv. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:

















Thus, the total contribution of F28.3 is given by
g28.3  4
t22
pt1  t2qpt1   t2q
.
155. Graph 28.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 7 specified by Figure 9.52.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q
pe3, 1q







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
686































iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
687







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv2, v8u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   2
t21t2pt1   t2q
2






































































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:
















Thus the total contribution of F28.4 is given by
g28.4  4
t32
t1pt1  t2qpt1   t2q
.
156. Graph 28.5: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 7
specified in Figure 9.52.
690
v1 v2v8
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q
pe3, 1q







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:

















Thus the total contribution of F28.5 is given by
g28.5  4
t42
pt1  t2qpt1   t2qt21
.
157. Graph 29.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 7
specified in Figure 9.52.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q
pe3, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
694


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   2
t21t2pt1   t2q
2































































ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























158. Graph 29.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 7
specified in Figure 9.52.
v1 v2v8
(v3, 1) (v4, 2)






pe1, 1q pe2, 2q
pe3, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
698
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e






































ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























159. Graph 30: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 8
specified in Figure 9.53.
v1 v2
(v4, 3)

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
701































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
702







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u .
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   9
2t1pt1   t2q3






































 t1  ψ
t.
(d) Note that both e4 and e2 contribute to the automorphisms. Thus we pick































iii. Note that we have an equivalence of psi classes, namely
ψt  ψrv5,v9  3ψ
r
v6,v9
















160. Graph 31.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 9
specified in Figure 9.54.
705
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q























































(e) There are no automorphisms.












































161. Graph 31.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 9
specified in Figure 9.54.
710
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e



































































162. Graph 32.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 9
713
specified in Figure 9.54.
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e



































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q






















































(e) There are no automorphisms.
717



































163. Graph 32.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 9
specified in Figure 9.54.
718
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:








ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q























































(e) There are no automorphisms.
722














































164. Graph 32.3: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 9 specified in Figure 9.54.
723
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for

















(e) There are no automorphisms.




































165. Graph 32.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 9 specified by Figure 9.54.
726
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e



















(e) There are no automorphisms.















































166. Graph 32.5: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 9 specified by Figure 9.54.
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e







































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q





















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q






















































(e) There are no automorphisms.












































167. Graph 32.6: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 9 specified by Figure 9.54.
734
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e











































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
.
(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v14u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq










hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q























































(e) There are no automorphisms.























































168. Graph 32.7: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 9 specified in Figure 9.54.
739
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q






















































(e) There are no automorphisms.




































169. Graph 32.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 9 specified in Figure 9.54.
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e










































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv2, v14u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Note that
rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpτe3 , 1q  rhpρ3, 1q.
746
We have
rhpρ3, 1q   1
t1pt1   t2q






















































(e) There are no automorphisms.














































170. Graph 32.9: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 9
specified in Figure 9.54.
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e





































(b) Note that the computation eT pBm5 q{e


















(e) There are no automorphisms.




































171. Graph 32.10: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 9
specified in Figure 9.54.
v1 v2 v3v14
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)






pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
e7







(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t2pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
752




























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e


















(e) There are no automorphisms.















































172. Graph 33.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 10
specified in 9.55.
v1 v2 v3
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)







pe2, 1q pe3, 2q
pe7, 1q
pe4, F  Bq








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
755























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
756














hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq  2
t21pt1   t2q
3

























































































173. Graph 33.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 10
specified by Figure 9.55.
759
v1 v2 v3
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)







pe2, 1q pe3, 2q
pe7, 1q
pe4, F  Bq








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq








hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq  2
t21pt1   t2q
3



































































































174. Graph 34.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Grap 10
specified in Figure 9.55.
v1 v2 v3
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)







pe2, 2q pe3, 1q
pe7, 1q
pe4, F  Bq









(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e









































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e


























































Thus, the total contribution of F34.1 is given by
g34.1  16
t32
t1pt2  t1qpt1   t2q
.
175. Graph 34.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 10
specified in Figure 9.55.
v1 v2 v3
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)







pe2, 2q pe3, 1q
pe7, 1q
pe4, F  Bq








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
767
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e

















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for









































































176. Graph 35.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 10
specified in Figure 9.55.
770
v1 v2 v3 v4
(v6, 1) (v7, 1) (v8, 1)








pe2, 1q pe3, 1q pe4, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





























(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   1
t31pt1   t2q
3












































(e) There are no automorphisms.





































177. Graph 35.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 10
specified by Figure 9.55.
v1 v2 v3 v4
(v6, 1) (v7, 1) (v8, 1)








pe2, 1q pe3, 1q pe4, 1q








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
775
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21








































































































178. Graph 36.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 11
specified in Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1








ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
781


















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that
















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ







(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:
























179. Graph 36.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 11
specified by Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
785
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























180. Graph 36.3: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
788
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:





















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that
















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.





















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iv. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:
























181. Graph 36.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
794


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.




















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iv. There is an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























182. Graph 36.5: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified in Figure 9.56.
797
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) Note that the computation of eT pBm4 q{e
































(b) Also the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.






















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iv. There is an equivalence of psi classes, namely:























183. Graph 36.6: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
800
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) Note that the computation of eT pBm1 q{e
































(b) Similarly the computation for eT pBm5 q{e












 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.






















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iv. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:
























184. Graph 36.7: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
803
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that
















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.
















ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:
























185. Graph 36.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
808
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for










 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ







(e) There are no automorphisms.















ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes, namely:

























186. Graph 36.9: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 11
specified by Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
812


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.















ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:
























187. Graph 36.10: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 11
specified by Figure 9.56.
815
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t2pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓq Y V
2
blue,0pΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. Ev XEredpΓq  H: This



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is



















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for










 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ







(e) There are no automorphisms.















ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes, namely:

























188. Graph 37.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 11
specified in Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1








ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
820







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that


















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ







(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:
















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:



































189. Graph 37.2: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
824
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:


































190. Graph 37.3: This graph contributes 3 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
827
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:










ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq









hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that


















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iv. There is an equivalence of psi classes, namely:



































191. Graph 37.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified in Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
833
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is






















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:





























Thus, the total contribution of F37.4 is
g37.4  1.
192. Graph 37.5: This graph contributes 12 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified in Figure 9.56.
836
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
837
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for












 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.










ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:






























Thus the total contribution of F37.5 is given by
g37.5  1.
193. Graph 37.6: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
840
































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is

























































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
841









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v16, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq









hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that


















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ







(e) There are no automorphisms.

















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iv. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:



































194. Graph 37.7: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
845
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
846
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv16, v3u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q








iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq XD4  H: This set is te1, e2, e3u. Recall that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpτe2 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and


















































 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:


































195. Graph 37.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 11 specified by Figure 9.56.
850
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for













 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:

















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:



































196. Graph 37.9: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Grap 11
specified by Figure 9.56.
854
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1









ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v3q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for













 pt2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ



















ii. There is an equivalence of psi classes:


















iii. There is an equivalence of psi classes,namely:


































197. Graph 38.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 12
specified by Figure 9.57.
858
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:



















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and
















































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ


























ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:

















iii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6















198. Graph 38.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 12
863
specified in Figure 9.57.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
864


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for
865











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) Only e6 contributes to the automorphisms, and we can swap edges e2 and



















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:



















iii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6

















199. Graph 39.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 12
specified by Figure 9.57.
867
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ




















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:


















iii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6















200. Graph 39.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 12
specified by Figure 9.57.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
873
ii. v P V 2blackpΓq Y V
2
blue,0pΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. Ev XEredpΓq  H: This




























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V
p
blueΓq2 s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
1±6














(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
874







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:



















iv. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6














201. Graph 39.3: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 12 specified by Figure 9.57.
878
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ




















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:


















iii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6















202. Graph 39.4: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 12 specified by Figure 9.57.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1











 t1   t2
882
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX




























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is




































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q

1±6














(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e












 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






























iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:



















iv. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6














203. Graph 39.5: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 12 specified by Figure 9.57.
885
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX



























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q





















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ




























iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:


















iv. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6















204. Graph 39.6: This graph contributes 6 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 12 specified by Figure 9.57.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)





















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
891
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
































iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is

















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
892









ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2, v16u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq









hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ







































iv. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:



















v. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6














205. Graph 39.7: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
graph map to Target Graph 12 specified by Figure 9.57.
896
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q















hpτe, deq  
1
t21
v. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ




















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:


















iii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so thus we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6














206. Graph 39.8: This graph contributes 4 times. The curves corresponding to this
901
graph map to Target Graph 12 specified by Figure 9.57.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1   t2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
902





























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is




















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
903







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv2, v16u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21
iv. e P EblackpΓq s.t. fpCeq X D4  H: This set is is te1, e2, e3u. Recall
that
rhpτe1 , 1q  rhpρ1, 1q  1t1t2
and















































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:



















iv. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6














207. Graph 39.9: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 12
specified by Figure 9.57.
907
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is















































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ




















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:


















iii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:





so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6














208. Graph 39.10: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 12
specified by Figure 9.57.
v1 v2 v3v16
(v4, 1) (v5, 1) (v6, 1)




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
911
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t2pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is





















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ































iii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:


















iv. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:




so that we can evaluate:
»
M0,0pP1,2rP1s;p2q,p1,1qq
pt1  t2  ψ
tq2±6














209. Graph 40: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 13
914
specified by Figure 9.58.
v1 v2
(v3, 1) (v4, 1)








pe1, 1q pe2, 1q









(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e




































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:














rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q
916











































(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely





















210. Graph 41: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 14
specified by Figure 9.59.
918
v1 v2
(v3, 1) (v4, 1)
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)(v7, 1)
(v13, 0)








pe1, 1q pe2, 1q
pe4, F qpe5, F  Bq








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX


























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e






































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:















rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q





































 t2  pt1q






(e) There are no automorphisms.
(f) We need to evaluate the following integrals:
i. We have an equivalence of psi - classes:

























211. Graph 42: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
922
specified by Figure 9.60.
v1 v2
(v3, 1) (v4, 1)
(v5, 2) pv6, 1q
pv7, 0q
pv8, 1q



















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
923
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e








































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
924














rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q





































 pt1  t2q  pt1q  pt1  ψ
tq2.

















ii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes :





















212. Graph 51.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
v1 v2pe1, 1q v3
pv4, 2q pv5, 1q




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
927
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q

















iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is
































































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq  2
t21pt1   t2q
3






































 pt1  t2  ψ

































iii. There exists an equivalence of psi classes, namely
















iv. Another equivalence of psi classes is given by
ψt  ψrv9,v11  3ψ
r
v8,v11
















213. Graph 51.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
v1 v2pe1, 1q v3
pv4, 2q pv5, 1q




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1








ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is



























































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
933
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q














hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq  2
t21pt1   t2q
3






































 pt1  t2  ψ




















ii. There exists an equivalence of psi classes, namely















iii. Another equivalence of psi classes is given by
ψt  ψrv9,v11  3ψ
r
v8,v11









Thus the total contribution of F51.2 is given by
g51.2  12
t42
t1pt2  t1qpt1   t2q2
.
214. Graph 52.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
936
v1 v2pe1, 1q v3
pv4, 1q pv5, 2q




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1























t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
937
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is

































































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for











 pt1  t2  ψ































iii. There exists an equivalence of psi classes, namely
















iv. Another equivalence of psi classes is given by



















215. Graph 52.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
v1 v2pe1, 1q v3
pv4, 1q pv5, 2q




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
940
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is




























































(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for











 pt1  t2  ψ





















ii. There exists an equivalence of psi classes, namely
















iii. Another equivalence of psi classes is given by
ψt  ψrv9,v11  3ψ
r
v8,v11














216. Graph 53.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
943
v1 v2pe1, 1q v3 v14
pv4, 1q pv5, 1q pv13, 1q




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2














t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
944
iii. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is






































t1   t2  ψpe2,v2q
1±


















(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv1, v2u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq








hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   1
t31pt1   t2q
3






































 pt1  t2  ψ






(e) We can swap edges e3 and e6, and additionally e4 contributes to automor-

























iii. An equivalence of psi classes is given by
ψt  ψrv9,v11  3ψ
r
v8,v11









iv. Another equivalence of psi - classes is given by
ψt  ψrv4,v6  ψ
r
v5,v6
 ψrv13,v6  3ψ
r
v7,v6



















217. Graph 53.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
948
v1 v2pe1, 1q v3 v14
pv4, 1q pv5, 1q pv13, 1q




















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is






















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv2u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
950














hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   1
t31pt1   t2q
3






































 pt1  t2  ψ




















ii. An equivalence of psi classes is given by
ψt  ψrv9,v11  3ψ
r
v8,v11









iii. Another equivalence of psi - classes is given by
ψt  ψrv4,v6  ψ
r
v5,v6
 ψrv13,v6  3ψ
r
v7,v6



















218. Graph 55.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified in Figure 9.60.
953
v14 v15 v16 v17
pv4, 2q pv3, 1q
pv2, 1q pv1, 1q pv0, 1q
pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)









pe4  F  Bq








(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X Ered,¡1pΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is









t1  t2  ψrv2,v4

1




























t1  t2  ψrv2,v4

1


















(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 2blackpΓq: This set is tv15u.
¹
vPV 2blackpΓq
wpσvq  t1pt1   t2q
955














hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   1
t31pt1   t2q
3






































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  pt1  ψ





















ii. There is an equivalence of psi - classes, namely








iii. There is another equivalence of psi - classes, namely


















219. Graph 55.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
958
v14 v15 v16 v17
pv4, 2q pv3, 1q
pv2, 1q pv1, 1q pv0, 1q
pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)









pe4  F  Bq








Note that the computation for graph Γ55.2 is exactly the same of graph Γ55.3





220. Graph 55.3: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15
specified by Figure 9.60.
959
v14 v15 v16 v17
pv4, 2q pv3, 1q
pv2, 1q pv1, 1q pv0, 1q
pe1, 1q pe2, 1q pe3, 1q
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX





























t1   t2  ψpe1,v15q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X Ered,¡1pΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is









t1  t2  ψrv2,v4

1




























t1   t2  ψpe1,v15q
1±2





















(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
961







ii. v P V sblackpΓq: This set is tv14, v15u.
¹
vPV sblackpΓq
hpσv, 0q  
1
t21t2pt1   t2q




hpτe, deq  
1
t21




rhpτe, deq   1
t31pt1   t2q
3






































 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  pt1  ψ































iii. There is an equivalence of psi - classes, namely








iv. There is another equivalence of psi - classes, namely



















221. Graph 56.1: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15




pv4, 2q pv3, 1q
pv2, 1q pv1, 1q pv0, 1q
pe1, 1q pe2, 1q
pe3, 1q
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
2
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
965




























t1   t2  ψpe3,v17q
iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X Ered,¡1pΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is









t1  t2  ψrv2,v4

1





























t1   t2  ψpe3,v17q
1±2





















(b) Note that the computation for eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q is the same as that for











 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  pt1  ψ






(e) Edge e5 contributes to automorphisms and further we can swap edges e1


























iii. There is an equivalence of psi - classes, namely








iv. There is another equivalence of psi - classes, namely



















222. Graph 56.2: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 15




pv4, 2q pv3, 1q
pv2, 1q pv1, 1q pv0, 1q
pe1, 1q pe2, 1q
pe3, 1q
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)


















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1






wpe,vq  t1pt1   t2q
ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
969























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X Ered,¡1pΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is









t1  t2  ψrv2,v4

1

















































(b) Note that the computation of eT pBm5 q{e













 pt1  t2  ψ
tq2  pt1  ψ



















ii. There is an equivalence of psi - classes, namely









iii. There is another equivalence of psi - classes, namely






















(v3, 1) (v4, 1)
(v16, 1)
(v5, 1) (v6, 1)(v7, 1)
(v8, 0)
(v9, 2)
(v10, 1) (v11, 2)








pe1, 1q pe2, 1q











(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
973

























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is


















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
974














rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q





































 pt2q  pt1  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ



















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely:









iii. We have another equivalence of psi classes, namely:
ψt  2ψrv12,v14  2ψv13,v14














224. Graph 44: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 17








pv6, 1q pv7, 1q
pe3, F q
pe4, B   F q
pv9, 2q
pv11, 2q pv12, 1q
pe5, F q

















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
978
























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is















































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
979














rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q





































 pt1  t2q  pt1  ψ
tq2  p2t1  ψ






(e) There are no automorphisms.









ii. We have an equivalence of psi - classes, namely:









iii. There is another equivalence of psi classes, namely:
ψt  3ψrv13,v15  ψ
r
v14,v15














225. Graph 54: The curves corresponding to this graph map to Target Graph 18




pe1, 1q pe2, 1q






















(a) eT pBm1 q{e
T pBm4 q - We have the following contributions:
i. v P V 1blackpΓq Y V
1







ii. v P V 2blackpΓqYV
2
bluepΓq and Ev  te, e
1u s.t. EvXEredpΓq  H or |EvX
983























iv. v P V 2bluepΓq s.t. |Ev X EredpΓq|  1 and e
1 R EredpΓq: This set is























































(b) eT pBm5 q{e
T pBm2 q - We have the following contributions:
984














rhpτe, deq   1
t21t2pt1   t2q





































 pt1  t2q  p2t1  ψ



















ii. We have an equivalence of psi classes, namely

















iii. There is another equivalence of psi- classes namely
ψt  ψrv9,v11  3ψ
r
v8,v11
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